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. >.. I. I 
(III« f 4.«I ,«li«.i |i«la I ■..•iv.li 

This thesis focuses on the study of the contribution which artificial 
barriers make to the combat process. This problem area has been of particular 
concern in force structure analyses at the Department of the Army level. The 
U.S. Army has acknowledged its commitment to barrier operations by stated doe- 
trine, significant stockpiles of barrier materials and war plans which allocate 
significant portions of deployed forces to the execution of barrier plans. 
In the environment created by reduced force levels snd Inflationary budgets 
the high level decision maker faces the continual dilemma of deciding where 
to accept force reductions and how to adjust mission requirements. To be 
competitive in that environment the barrier mission must be assessed on the 
basis of its contribution to the force mission. An acceptable analytic 
method has not been developed which will provide that assessment. 

The intent of this thesis was to prove tha feasibility of a technique 
for studying Che barrier problem. Tha conclusion that the particular technique 
recommended by this thesis is feasible, does not appear to be invalidated by 
the difficulties encountered In structuring the model. Recommendations for 
a second generation model with a more flexible representation of possible Red 
strategies and a concentrated effort to develop Blue decisions which accurately 
reflect the impact of the simulated time period continue to be appropriate. 

Onclasaified 
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ABSTRiCT 

ThiB thaslB foeus«« on th« atudy of tho oontrlbutioo which 

artiflolol barriers make to the oombat prooesat This problea aroa 

has been of partlonlar oonoern in force ■iruoture analjraea at the 

Department of the Amy level. The U.S. Anqr has aoknewladgad it« 

ooonltment to barrier operations by stated dootrine, sigilfioant 

stockpiles of barrier materials and war plans whioh allooate 

si0iifioant portions of deployed foroes to the execution of barrier 

plans. In the environment created by reduced force levels and 

inflationary budgets the high level decision maker faces the continual 

dilemma of deciding where to accept force reductions and how to 

adjust mission requirements. To be competitive in that environment 

the barrier mission most be assessed on the basis of its contribution 

to the force mission. An aoceptable analytic method has not bean 

developed whioh will provide that assessment. 

The military community has generally accepted throe qualitative 

descriptors as representative of the barrier contribution—direct 

attrition, target enhancement and delay. Direct attrition refera to 

opponent losses inflicted by landmines. Target enhancement is defined 

as any improvement which accrues to the defender's weapons as a result 

of the employment of artificial obstacles. The supporting research for 

this thesis indicates that improved methods for assessing these two 

impacts either exist or are raider development. The impact of delay is 

then the appropriate target for additional analytic effort. 

i 
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Existing hlatorloal data and analjraas ware aBsasaed in an 

attempt to define qualitatively the impact of barrier delay. That 

research indicates that the use ol' artificial obataoles contributed 

to eevaral important combat capabilities. Among these were the 

capability to exercise economy of force, break or maintain contact, 

prapare subsequent positions and develop intelligence. Unfortunately 

the employment of a barrier did not guarantee these capabilities* Thus 

delay ia signfioant only if the ooomander has the freedom to employ 

other force assets in a manner which makes the delay useful. The 

resulting conclusion is that any attempt to assess the barrier impact 

by explicitly measuring delay would not provide adequate representation 

of the barrier function* 

To provide a useful method for assessment, the analytic effort 

was than directed to the development of a medal which could portray 

freedom of motion« Freedom of action in this case is being defined as 

the capability to aoleot alternative oouraea of action, one of which 

ia the artificial barrier, for accompliahing the force mission* The 

creation of that environment required a modeling technique dissimilar 

to those currently used in production modes to support force structure 

analyaia* 

The technique selected to support this the»4* was a computer 

aimulation war game developed on an experimental basis at the Research 

Analyaia Corporation* The war game uaea a baaio dynamic programming 

algorithm to repreaent defenaive combat in an environment where the 

defender le permitted to aelect ooureea of action from an admissable 

decision list in an attempt to maximise his Forward Edge of the Battle 

Area (FSBA) position* This technique was adapted for the barrier 
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problem in a prototyp« motel oallod tho Barrlar Effootlvonosi Analyst! 

Revision (HEAR). 

The initial oonrtruotion of the BEAR model was subsequently 

invalidated by the discovery of a coding error in the oomputer program. 

The oorreotion ef that error led to a major revision of the model«    The 

results presented in Chapter IV cannot, therefore, be considered valid. 

That disousiiion does provide key insights for structuring an analysis 

using this model» 

The appendix to this thesis inoludes sample coding and output 

for both the original model and the revised version*    A discussion of 

the salient differences and their 'mpact Is also included.    Generally, 

the barrier option appears less attractive when compared to other 

firepower options than Indicated by the original results.   The 

capability of the modeling technique to represent the barrier in a 

freedom of action environment is, however, maintained. 

The intent of this thesis was to prove ths feasibility of a 

technique for studying the barrier problem.   The conclusion that the 

particular technique recomnended by this thesis is feasible, does not 

appear to be invalidated by the difficulties encountered in structuring 

the model.    Recommendations for a second generation model with a more 

flexible repreeentation of possible Red strategies and a concentrated 

effort to develop Blue decisions which accurately reflect the impact 

of the simulated time period continue to be appropriate. 
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CHAPTER I 

THE PHOBLOI 

In U.S. Army doctrine a fundamental consideration for 

defeneive operations is defense in depth.    "The defender achieves 

depth to the defense by proper deployment; maneuver of forces; use 

of blocking positions,  field fortifications, and barriers; and proper 

employment of fires and reserves."     Thus the barrier is one of the 

tools used by the tactical commander to achieve an adequate posture 

for defense.    The U.S. Army's commitment to this doctrine in Europe 

is deaonstrpted by stodcpiles containing several hundred thousand 

nines and tens of thousands of tons of other barrier materials.   In 

addition, U.S. Amy Europe plans for the use of a eignifioant portion 

of the deployed force to execute extensive barrier plans in the event 
2 

of a Warsaw Pact attack on NATO forces in Central Europe. 

With such a significant resource commitment to barrier 

operations it would appear obvious that high level military decision 

makers should have some definite insight into the contribution of 

barriers to force effectiveness—a simple answer to the question, 

"How much barrier is enough?**   The answer to that question beoomes 

more critical when considering the future prospeots of Mutual Balanced 

Force Reduction or U.S. Army Europe unilateral force withdrawals for 

economic reasons•    In this environment total force resources are 

further constrained forcing the decision maker to accept trade-offs of 

various force elements which contribute to the accomplishment of the 

1 
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foro« ■iialon. In th« «TM of burrivr operation« th« staff officer or 

mllitiiry analyat cannot provide MUiagfUl data io aid th* decieion 

maker In effectively weighing ihm  barrier contribution as a basis for 

oomparlsoa with other combat components* 

"There exists practically no open literature on the minefield 

emj laoement problem, what a minefield accomplishes, and the cost 

effectivenese of a minefield or other types of barrier systems."  This 

statement by Mr. Sidney Sobelman, Scientific Advisor to the Deputy 

Chief of Staff for Military Operations, deaonstratas the void faced by 

the analyst or staff officer whsn he attempts to support any force 

recommendation tied to barrier operations. The discussion of obstacles 

often centers on minefields. Th« minefield, however, Is only one of a 

possible series of artificial obstructions that includes demolished 

bridges or culverts, road craters, and abatis. In U.S. Amy doctrine, 

"Mines are used as an obstacle, or as a supporting obstacle in a 

system."^ Thus by intent, minefields are no different than other 

obstacle types. The minefield is different, however, in that its 

components are active nriaitlons. The minefield can directly and 

Independently inflict casualties on an opponent. Sine« the minefield 

is the only obstruction which can provide a direct casualty producing 

effect, the Intent of obstacle sad barrier operations must go beyond 

that influtaoe. 

"A barrier according to th« definition in AR 310-25, is 'a 

coordinated series of obstacles desigaed or employed to canalise, 

direct, restrict, delay or stop the movement of an opposing force, and 

to impose additional losses in personnel, tine, and equipment on the 

opposing force.* In th« same publication an obstacle is defined as 
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• any obetruotion that «tops, delays, or divertt movemmt**    Obitaclee 

are, and baxriera may be,  oomponents of a defensive position, which is, 

broadly epealcing,  'any area oooupied and «or« or loss organised for 

defense.*1*"'   UM definition of an obstacle is general enough to include 

both natural and artificial obstructions to movement.    It is logical 

to site artificial obstmotioaa to insure that maximum advantage is 

accrued from the natural obstruotions of terrain.    A critical aspect 

of U.S. Array doctrine for employing obstacles is the requirement to 

cover the obstacle by fire.     Without covering fire the value of the 

obstacle is limited because modem technological developments such as 

vehicle launched bridges and mine plows will permit rapid breaching. 

A discussion of the doctrinal intent of obstacles leads to 

defining three functional  impacts that the obstacle will have on the 

combat process.    Pir*t the minefield will directly inflict oasualties. 

The magnitude of those eamualties will naturally be a function of the 

type of action the opposing force chooses to either breach or bypass 

the minefield.    Second the combination of obstructing the opponent's 

movement and using covering fires should tend to increase the 

effectiveness of those covering fires.   This increase is logically 

derived from the target beint, exposed to the defender at the obstacle! 

and the fact that the attacker cannot close to the defender in order 

to gam an advantage from weapon systems that have inoreased 

capability as range  ;o target decreases.    For the sake of siirlioity 

this particular impact of the obstacle will be referred to ee "target 

ennansemeRt."   The third Impact may be simply referred to as "delay." 

The obetruotion forces tM attacker to use more tiara to move from one 

point to another.    This delay is a function jf the attacker choosing 



to breach th« obstsol« or ■ovlng to ui «Ittmat« route.    In 

the three obetacle impaots are dlreot target kllla, target enhancement 
7 

and delay. 

The barrier by definition is a coordinated aeries of obetacles* 

The barrier it then a eet of obstruct lone acoompliehing the purposee of 

inflicting oasualtiea, enhancing targets, and delaying th« opponent. 

The term "coordinated" reflecte the planning intent of th* defender 

and there ia aoae question aa to the iaportanoe of the tarn when 

attenpting to gang« the impact of the barrier on the combat process. 

m ita etudy, Hiii9rl9ri lnAiiit^9B 91 Jtfrttr M^M—I th* 
Historical Evaluation and Research Organisation of Sunn Loring, 

Virginia, indicates that "In th* one exaaple in which a planned 

barrier system did not exist, there is evidence that a series of 

obstacles, not actually related in any conceptual sense, tended to 
a 

grow into barriers in terns of effects."    Thus the key to defining 

the impact of the barrier on the combat prooess would appear to be 

the effect on the attacker rather than the intent of the defender*   The 

logical quaation at thia point is whether th* three effecte established 

for the obstacle directly carry over to a discussion of barriers.   In 

the definition of a barrier the terns canalise, direct, restrict and 

atop are used.   Stop is obviously the extreme value of delay*    The 

terns canalise, direct, and restrict are rather tenuous, but appear to 

imply at a minimum,  forcing the opponent to take some action he might 

otherwise act consider*   Since he is altering his action daisy may be 

implicit*   Additionally it is unrealistic to coneider an impenetrable 

barrier*   Any feasible barrier system can be breached given the 

attacker's willinjpess to spend sufficient resouroes and time* 
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Thtrafor«, oanalizatlon, dircotion and rtiirlotion oaimot b« giuNDtMdt 

Sine« earn« additional phyaioal action !■ raqpiirtd to ovoroono th« 

barrier olthor by broaohin« or altartd rout«, dolay •W««r« to bo tho 

moot approprlato maaauro for th« lapaot of tho barrlor with roopoot to 

tho attaokor*a »ovamont, Tho other portion of tho dofiaition of a 

barrlor which roforo to additional looaoo In poroonnol and oquipnont 

can bo adoquatoly aooeontod for by tho obotaolo iapaota of infliotinc 

oaaunltioa and oahanoinff tho targot. It would than appoar that 

although aoao difficulty oxiata in dafining whan a barrlor axlata, tho 

lapaot of tho barrier on tho ooabat proooaa ia ouch tho aaae as that 

of tho individual obatacle but larger in acale. 

The Inadequacy of barrier aaaoaaneat uaing axlating ataff- 

orientod toola waa further danonatrated in a Seoanber 1973 letter fro« 

tho Aaaiatant Chief of Staff for Poroe Savelcpaent (ACSPOR) to tho 

Chief of Ihgineera.  Thia letter adnitted tho failure of tho Concept 

Deai0i for the Amy in the Field (CONAP) atudy in repreaentlng harrier 

effectiveness and requeatod any poeaible aid in inproving the COHAF 

methodology in thia functional area« the CO0AP atudy ia key to 

understanding the particular problem of how much harrier ia enough« 

That atudy provides the state-of-the-art tools for supporting the high 

level decieion aakar in force desifpn and resouroe allocation« Tho 

stated purpose of tho atudy ma to "develop a oonoeptual deeipi for the 

Amy in the field which will provide the bent Amy oapabilitiaa 

attainable within projected levela of reamiroea available daring the 

mid-range period. Through developnent of a aethod for fonmlating 

type forces and analyses of the costs and oapabilitiaa of alternative 

■ixea cf organisations and attainable materiel aysteas, a preferred 
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typ« fore« will to toalewd and rvlatad foali and prloritle« 

id«atlfl*d to guld« th« force dcwlopMnt and oonbat d«v«lopm«nt 

prooMM*.       Th« Btudjr OiraotlT« furth« ttatad, "CGHAP is the initial 

•ffort In a oontlauou« r«quir««ant for USiCDC (U.S. Axmy Combat 

DavalopaentB Cawmd) to support the annual planning aetivltlas of the 

DA etaff."       CONAF was Bubeaquaatly transferred to the U.S. Amy 

Concept» Analyei« Agency (03ACAA) whan USAC9C waa dieeolved in an 

Army reorganization.    Aa indicated by the stated purpose, CCHAF waa 

deaigned to provide a method for allooating reaouroes to provide 

foroea with the boat poaaiblo oapabilitiea.   lb« AOSFOR, in «aaenoe, 

admitted that «ethod failed when appropriate deoiaiona war« required 

oonoonlnc the barrlar alaaion. 

A critique of the barrier play in COUP provldea th« baala for 

properly defining th« problem areas la modeling barriera.    Kay to the 

COHA? atudy waa th« aystem used to aaseaa the effectivenesa of various 

forea mixes.   "The heart of the syate« la th« COHAF Evaluation Nodal 

(CBN), a fUlly automated combat almulatlon that can aisulate months of 

theater land and air combat activity in just hour« on a computer.   The 

CBI la oapable of finar dlatinotlona wong fore« unit« down to battalion 

ail« than any ethor «ziatlng nodal of comparable aoop« and apaed.   A 

unique feature of th« CM im th« «ianlation and automation of the 

oomnandar't deoiaion proo«a««« and allocation of raaonroea at all 
12 lavele from division thronch theater.       This d«aerlption of CSt has 

been ganerally uaed to Justify the position that COHAF do«« provide th« 

state-of-the-art tool« for foro« analysis.   Th« outputs from th« model 

ar« funotlons of tha r«sults of brigad«-level «ngagamsnts.    "The 

assesaiieat of each brigad«-l«v«l engag«a«nt results in «apply 
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oxpenditur«, oasualtiea, m*jor mapon IOSMS, «ad PE3A (Forward Bdf« 

of tho Battl« Ar«a) di«plaoamant.,,.0«malti«», major woapon loasas and 

FKBA diiplao«nat aro haavily dapandont on tha amount and typa of 

flrapowtr ganaratad by tha two aldaa." 3   C» oan ba ganarally tarmad 

a flrapowar modal.   To provlda aona al^ilfioant iafluaaoa on tha battla 

outcoma tha impact of a glvaa alaaMnt of tha oombat prooaaa nmat, in 

aona faahioa, altar ralativa firapowara* 

Two othar daaoriptiv« tama for OOt ara datarmiaiatio and mean 

expectation.   The modal la datarmiaiatio in tha aaaaa that outputa ara 

oonataat for a given aet of inputs.    Tliia oonatancy la a funotion of tha 

fact that each time the modal maaeaaea a variable auch aa oasualtiee 

it assigns a single value which would be tha overage result that oould 

be expected under the particular olroumatanoea of that mooaat.    It la 

theae average aaseaameata which support tha term mean expectation. 

Altering the results from tha model requires a change in mean rather 

than influencing tha variance of a particular variable. 

The effacta of addiag a barrier la tha brigada-level engagement 

ara "l) modification of firepower with the resultant change in losses 

and 2) the lessened advance made by the attacker aorosa th« barrier." 

The barrier effects previously established ware direct caeualtias and 

target enhancement both of which would change the attacker and defender 

engagement losses; and delay which would leaaen advance.    It would then 

appear that CEM can, in fact, adequately account for the barrier impact. 

Since subsequent output proved otherwise, it is necessary to iaclate 

some of the detailed aapecta of tha CHI methodology in order to define 

the problems inherent in aaaessing barrier Impact. 

For each CEH engagement a firepower array is conatructed.   The 
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array in completed by ■uanlng the firepower of ahootere available to 

engage the three target types.   Hard, medium, and «oft ahootere 

directly correspond to tank«, light armor, and pereonnel (inoludeo all 

ground mounted weapons) reepeotively.    Before the reaulte from the 

firepower array are applied to an engagement certain modificationa are 

required to provide for more realistio engagement outcomes.    A sample 

modification is to insure that a oufficient proportion of target types 

exist for a given type of firepower«    The key modification influencing 

harrier portrayal is the effects of different types of terrain. 

TABLB 1.1 

PIREPOWKR ARRAT 

Close Air 
 Herd   Medium   Soft    Halioontsr   Artillerr   Smmcrt 

Tanks 
Target    Light Armor 

Personnel 

Pour types of terrain are portrayed in OBI.   Each type is 

considered to have a different impact on the mobility of ground 

foroes.    "The first three types reflect the general nature of the 

terrain.   They aret 

Type A - This terrain is flat to gantly rolling with a 
minimum of timber.    It is excellent tank 
eountry. 

Typ» B - This terrain is marginal for tanks sad wheeled 
vehicles because of topography, soil conditions, 
or vegetation. 

Type C - On this terrain tanks and wheeled vehicles must 
remain on the roads because of steep slopes 
and/or dense forest at ion or swamps. 

The fourth type of terrain, Typs D, is Intended to represent some 



major obetaole that would normally roqair* wctra or apaoial effort for 

15 
th« forces to negotiate or paaa through," *   The barrier which la a 

ooordlnation of artlflolal ohataelee and naturally difficult tarraia 

ia repreeented by Type S terrain in CBH. Aa a elaaa of tarraia the 

barrier is an input to the nodal at fixed looatione. 

The firepower array values are modified for terrain by 

nultiplyin« by a fnotor "f" (.67^<*l),  The value of "f* eelaoted 

ia a function of the terrain type and the category of shooter* For 

the three normal terrain types the value of "f for hard and medium 

shooters deoreaaea as the terrain becomes more difficult. This 

decrease is supported logically by the fact that maneuver difficulty 

would increase and line of sight for these longer range weapons would 

occur less often* Por soft shooters the value of "f" increases as 

terrain beocmen nor« difficult since ground forces would tend to gain 

advantage as nobility and dine of sight decrease. The value of "f* 

ia the same under these oirountanoes for both attacker and defender. 

"The introduction of a barrier would appear to have the effect of 

reducing the attacker'a capability via-ar-vis the defender. Therefore 

the terrain factors for the defender on Type D terrain (natural 

barriers) were takon to be average terrain (Category B)...For the 

17 
attacker the terrain factors were taken to be 0.8 of these values." 

The difficulty in modifying firepower in this fashion to 

represent a barrier is the lack of justification for the modifier 

value chcuan. It is a Judjpental guess unsupported by any analytic 

base, but chosen based on the generally accepted notion that the 

defender must gain some advantage. Logically if the defender could 

improve his posture he would create the most unfavorable terrain for 
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the a-ttaoker—Typo I) in this oase* Since firepower is modified, an 

improved posture implloe inflicting greater casualtieo. If maximizing 

oaoualtiee ie the objective, the analyst 1B faced with two key IBSUOB. 

First, 1B there an alternative to obetaole and barrier employment which 

will pemit the defender to inflict greater oamialtlus on the attacker 

at less cost? If no alternative exist* then the analyst may attempt 

to establish an acceptable and supportable methodology for altering 

the firepower representation in CBI to reflect the gains accrued by 

barrier employment» 

The delay which results from a barrier Is simply represented 

18 
in CSM by a 12 hour delay before crossing designated Type D terrain« 

This delay corresponds to one division period In the model* "Once 

each period an estimate of the situation Is made at the oorrespondlng 

echelon, leading to mission selection, allocation of fire support, and 

19 
conmitment or reoonstltutlon of reserves*1*  Thus by employing the 

barrier the defender gains the supporting actions of an additional 12 

hours before mission selection and subsequent evaluation. In CHX 

that 12 hours ir of no particular significance. PEBA displacement Is 

a dsterminlstic function of firepower* Delay could influence the 

outcome only if "he defender was able to add sipiifleant firepower and 

the attacker either remained unchanged or was decremented. The model 

does not permit that occurrence* nils phenomenon can \m demonstrated 

by a simplified example* At time "T* lanediately following a conflict 

assessment a Blue force with combat power "B" and a Red force with 

combat power NRH exist* "R" has bean greater than "B" so the PEBA has 

been steadily moving to Red's advantage. The clock Is advanced 12 

hours to permit the next assessment at T+12 hours* Baring that period 
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Blu« adds oombat power "dB" and Red adds "dB.** If R«d dote not 

encounter the barrier the PEBA will be moved to location "L " for the 

next MMBimnt. If Red 1B delayed the next engagement trill occur 

at location "L." whloh would be at a leeaer dletanoe from the initial 

engagement. Whether the engagement oooura at "L " or "L." the outcome 

will be baaed on a oompariaon of B+dfl with R-fdB* Thus the model hae 

added delay but that delay la not aignlfioant in terma of the 

aubaequent outcome, except that the battle la fought at L. instead of 

Thla brief survey of acme aepeots of current doctrine and the 

difficulties encountered in the COKAP study has highlighted several 

problem areas In asaeaaing barrier contribution to force performance. 

Pirat, there la the problem of determining when a aet of obatacles is 

coordinated—the defined requirement for a barrier. A better statement 

of the problem ie how many obstacles of what type must be employed to 

yield the effect of a barrier? The answer to that question would 

enable the planner to determine what resources are required to perform 

the function. A review of the CONAF etudy expoaea some of the other 

problems inherent in attempting to postulate the effect of the barrier. 

One problem was determining the increase in casualties sustained by 

the attacker when the defender employs a barrier. The attempt in CQI 

to alter the firepower aoorea when a barrier was present la a 

recognition of the importance of thla factor. The method used was 

judgmental and not conaldered particularly valid. The COC methodology 

did not attempt to aaaeaa casualties directly caused by mines, another 

key problem. Finally, CQI attempted to represent the delay impoaed by 

a barrier. In application that delay did not significantly alter the 
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outoonwn in the mod«! which leads to th« problsn of datanlniii« what 

impact d«lay should have. 

Based on then« problem area* it would appear that an analyst 

scalcing to improve the capability to assess barrier effectivenesn in 

CQ( or any other foroe planning method would attempt to answer three 

basic questions. They arei 

1) When does a barrier exist? 

2) Whet relative improvement to inflict casualties aoorues 

to the defender? 

3) What value aeorues to the defender froo delaying the 

attaoker? 

Initially the first question is least inportant. As previously 

indicated the answer would be the basis for determining the resource 

coot of a barrier* Obviously the second two questions indicate some 

question on the value of the barrier« If those questions cannot be 

satisfactorily answered there is no particular need for computing the 

cost for something whose value is not known. The second and thiiv 

questions may be soaew*«* interrelated. One value of delay may be a 

relative improvement in the capability to inflict casualties. On the 

other hand the attaoker may choose to i^iore the existence of a 

minefield. There would than be no delay but a logical expectation of 

higher casualties. Third, it is important to remember that the 

attaoker can choose delay at any point. With the exception of U.S. ex- 

perience in Vietnam, historical evidence indicates that personnel 

20 
casualties from mines have been proportionally low.  As an example 

data from North Africa between November 1942 and Nay 1943 indicate only 

two percent of U.S. casualties were oaused by mines despite extensive 
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21 
Otnua employiMnt of nlncd obBtaol««.   "An explanation for tha 

phanooanon of low oaaualtlai fron alnaa im  not raadily apparant 

•apacially In viaw of tha raduotion of aobility «ad vahioular 

froa mlnas notad in atudlae of tha Tunlaiaa oaapai9i*...Tha hypothaila 

that aaargaa la that alnaa ara affootlva barriara to aovaaant, but 

relatively laae effactiva aa oaaualty-produoing a^anta eepecially aadar 

22 
conditions of conventional war."   Sinoa alnaa ara tha only artlfioial 

obatacle which directly Infllota oaaualtlaa, thla hypothaeia bacoaaa 

even aore meaningful. It would than appear that tha third quMtlon— 

what la the value of delay would be tha aoat eipiifleant. Tha answer 

to that quaation la tha objective of thla tbeala. 

This thesis will be structured as a test of tha hypothealsi 

It la feasible to estimate tha value of barrier delay at engagaaant 

levels appropriate to theater aodeling using slaulatlon aodaling 

techniques. Thla teat will be accorapliahadby reviewing available 

literature, aalaotlag aa appropriate fraaew&rk for tha model, desiring 

and testing the model, and reporting tha results« It is important to 

note the concentration of the study on tha feasibility of estimation 

rather than providing a mathematical value. This study Is 

unclassified, hence all data Inputs are either uaolasslflad or astlaatas 

which enable a test of the model. 
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CHAPTBR II 

THE LITERATURE SEARCH 

Tho literatur« aearoh to support thle theaio concentrated on 

Batlsfying two objectiveaj developing a qualitativ« asBesBinent of the 

impact of the barrier on the combat prooees; and, ravieaiing exieting 

analytical aeaeeBmente of obstacle ftmotions in combat. The first 

objective could be viewed aa determining whether or not a definition of 

"delay** can be developed. That definition is Important because "delay" 

is the barrier effect which has been injected into current force 

analyses. The necond objective is critical in addressing the 

relationship between delay and the barrier functions of inflicting 

casualties and enhancing targets» 

The logical bases for beginning an Investigation of the 

impact of the barrier on combat are the historical experiences from 

World Mar II to the present. World War II provided the first wide- 

scale application of barrier« in term« of the types of hardware and 

doctrine that are familiar today. If sufficient experience exist« to 

indicate the imp-it, than «am« foundation for defining the factor« of 

delay should exist. Three principal aoure«« have been used in this 

investigation. In 1972 Dr. Rüssel Stolfl of the Naval Postgraduate 

School provided the Balliotics Research Laboratory a report entitled; 

Min« and Countamine Warfara in Baoent Hiaterv. 191^1970. The purpose 

of the report was to provide "a pra^natic approach toward« the 

understanding of thi« problem [mine and countermine combat 

16 
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•ffeotivwiM«] fro« a hlrtorio*! point of viow.N     Tho roport olio« 

opeoific caapalgns and battles aa a baoi» for dloouoaiag tho iaportaaoo 

of minao aad alnewarfar«*    Tha aaoond prinolpal oourea MM tha 15 

volume work, y^iM ■! —JIM Wiltlfti propu-od by tha 

Bigineer Agency for Raaoureaa Inventory (SARI) aad published in 1972* 

"These eight textual volumes and seven appendix volumes bring together 

a broad scope of information contained in arohival rafaranoas and 

technical literature*   These include military histories; unit records 

and monthly action reports of infantry, armor, and engineer unit«} 
2 

field maauala, and operational plans."     This EARI publication is a 

vary detailed oompilation of data without oijpifioant analysis.    Only 

three volumes will be cited in thia thesis,    Thoae voluaea provide the 

textual information en mine warfare operations in North Africa, Italy 

and Korea.   The 1974 Hiatorical Evaluation Research Organiiation (HERD) 

study on obstacle employment in World Mar II which waa cited in 

Chapter I is the third principal source.   The purpose of this study waa 

to provide "data to permit tentative development of quantitative inputs 

for oombat models with respect to efforts to create or improve 

obstacles and barriere...."     The HERO study concentrates on examples 

rfhich include use of all types of artificial obataoles.    Four ea 

studies from World Wai II ware used aa tha inputa for tha atudy«    tha 

battle of Kursk (Russia-1943); Nikopol Bridgehead (llusaia-1944){ H 

Giogo Pass (ltaly-1944)t «nd tha Battle of tha Bulge.    «With only four 

case studies, thia exploration could not ponalbly produce definitive 

valuea for any of the effects sought."4   Thia statement indicates that 

the study did not achieve its stated objective.    The primary cause for 

this failure waa the fact that hypothesized quantitativ« assesaaients 
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were useful only In the oontert of HKRO'« mathematical rapraamtation 

of combat which has not raoaived wide acceptance in tha analytic 

Community. That failure doan not, however, diminish tha qualitative 

value of the case studies which were developed from excellent primary 

source material. 

Unfortunately tha report by Or. Stolfi and tha HERO study do 

not.agree on tha principal impact of the barrier on tha combat proceaa. 

The HERO study concludes "it Is clear that the principal military 

value of obstacles and of barrier ayatama is to permit Economy of 

Force (and, of course, indirectly to permit mass elsewhere as a result 

of such economy)."  la contrast, Dr. Stolfi statest "Analyaie of the 

use of mines in North Africa showa that tha crucial affects of mines 

were to reduce the mobility of the forces against which they were 

employed.**  Although this statement ia restricted to actions in 

North Africa, the genaral conclusion is appropriate to Dr. Stolfi's 

entire aaaaaament. It appears that these two sources present two 

distinct contradictory arguments neither one addressing delay. The 

requirement then exiata to examine each argument in some detail. 

In each of tha four case studies tha HERO study provides some 

convincing logic to support the case for economy of force. For 

example, at the Nikopol Bridgehead, "Tha obstacles and field 

fortifications of tha 335'th Siviaioa [Carman] permitted the detachment 

of at least one-fourth of tha division to reinforce hard-pressed units 

to tha n-rth, whila still retaining a substantial combat power 
7 

superiority ovar tha opposing Soviet units."  In the Battle of the 

Bulge, "The hasty defenses, blocks, and minafialds installed along 

tha entire front of tha 4th Division [U.S.] beginning on 17 December 
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facilitated the UM of Economy of Force alone the eouthem foui^flfths 

of the Dlviaion sector, and th« maaaing of about half tha dlvlaion in 

about on^flfth of the aaotor, oppoait» tha only aaploua Oanun 
a 

threat."  In both axaraplea thara was no intent on tha part of tha 

defender to delay. Tha barrier wae daai^ied aa an aid in defeating 

the attacker and wae uaad to inoreaae tha combat power of tha defender. 

In all of theae oaaea certain aapeota of delay were implicit. It ma 

neoeaaary to delay German elemente in some aeotora of tha 4th Dlviaion 

to enable the maaalng of moat of tha division'a combat power opposite 

the primary threat. In other areas of tha Bulge road blooka and blown 

9 
bridges extensively delayed key German armor thruata.  In fact some 

engineer reporte can be used aa a basis for declaring that certain 

German armor elements ran out of fuel because tha barriers existed. 

The delay implicit in these examplea would not have been significant 

had forces not been preparing poaitiona in tha rear or moving to 

counterattack. It would then appear that tha key factor is tha 

capability of the defender to allocate his forces to mset a 

developing situation at tha oritioal points. To support that 

allocation other areas must be defended by reduced elemente (eoonomy 

of force) or the attacker must be significantly delayed. 

In the cited examplea the barrier did appear to inoreaae the 

combat power of tha defender and as a result the attacker was delayed. 

This result appears to be the outcome regardless of the intent of tha 

defender. At the Wikopol Bridgehead the German mission was to hold 

that partloular terrain against superior Russian forces to enable 

control of the lower Italeper river, nie bridgehead was abandoned 

because of a threat of envelopment but the Soviets war« delayed and 
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Gorwar foroea war« able to withdraw*   It would appear that it ic 

ultimately the freedom of action that the barrier buys which in key to 

the signlfioemot of the barrier in the ooabat prooenn. 

Row then does Dr. Stolfi'e view that the crucial effect of the 

barrier is the reduction of attacker's nobility contrast with the HERO 

study? In the introduction to the report it is stated that "the 

effectiveness of mines as barriers to ground movement will be 

considered in terns of their impact on the mobility at the forces 

12 
encountering then."   This statement indicates a predilection for 

this specific factor, ind it would be natural to find the report 

expressed in those terns. This possible bias doe« not, however, 

discount the fact that Dr. Stolfi may be correct in his assessment. 

One of the primary examples used for the report is the World 

War II conflicts in North Africa where the use of nines reached such 

an extent, that barrier operations became one of the primary concerns 

of oonmanders.   Principal concentration is directed to two battles: 

Oazalar—Nay and June 1943—and Second XI Alamein—October and 

November 1942. Of Oazala Stolfi sumarisest 

... the German mobile force was almost Immobilised due 
to lack of fuel and amnunition after the first 13 hours of 
ooabat. ... The British, in effect, had fixed the Oormans 
against and among the deep minefields and wore in a position 
for eeveral day* to reduce the Oernan bridgehead* The British 
minefields had reduced German mobility below that of the 
British and allowed the Eighth Amy to regain the initiative 
temporarily. 

Although in trouble, Rommel did finally force the Gasala line and 

subsequently captured the port of Tobruk. It has been argued that the 

British were ultimately defeated by failing to mass resources to react 

to the battle as it developed." The barrier preparations for the 
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battle wer« affective, but the British failed to apply the eoonomy 

of force the barrier operations might have permitted.    SuamariEing the 

barrier impact at Second Alanein the report statesi 

The Oerman mines near Alamein almost balanced for the 
Italo-Cerman Paaierarmee the immense British superiority in 
tanks, artillery, and aircraft.    Oerman mines turned what 
could have been a swift penetration and collapse of the 
Italo-German positions into a grinding 12 day battle of 
attrition which Montgomery came startlingly close to calling 
off. 

In gaining this conolusion Stolfi argues that Rommel'B employment 

of half a million mines reduced British mobility to the extent that 

the attrition battle was neoessary since the terrain prevmnted the 

mass flanking movement prevalent in other major battles Is North 
17 Africa.    If the Oerman dispositions for the defense     are examined an 

argument can be made for Rommel attempting to use the barrier as an 

eoonomy of force measure.    Dr. Stolfi alludes to this in discussing 
18 Rommel's flair for arrangement of limited firepower.       He does not, 

however, set the barrier in the concrete terms of Economy of Force. 

The Germans were defeated at Alamein.    Rommel did not direct the 

defense in the first two days and much of the German difficulties were 
19 attributed to lack of supplies. 

The Stolfi report does provide evidence that barriers have in 

faot reduced the mobility of participants to the extent of signifi- 

contly influencing the conduct of combat.    In contrast the HERO study 

provides positive evidence to support the case for eoonomy of force. 

There is a possibility of a logical link between the two arguments. 

Implicit in the argument for economy of force is the necessity for the 

barrier to increase the defender's combat power.    If the barrier does 

increase the oombat power and that increase can be related to reduced 
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mobility then a bridg« will exist between the two poaitione.    To puroue 

this particular logic it in useful to examine the hietorioal evidence 

in terms of the previously defined barrier functions of direct 

casualties and target enhancement* 

The historical sunmaries provide many specific examples of the 

target enhancement effect*    In disousaing the June 1941 British 

offensive in North Africa, Operation Battleaxe, Dr. Stolfi oomments: 

"At several important junctures in the surmer battle, the powerful 

British Infantry tanks were immobilised in the frontier minefields 

with relatively minor damage and then 'shot to pieces• by the German 
20 Antiaircraft guns."       Similar experiences were encountered In 

Operation Crusader In November of 1941 where one unit lost 33 of 42 
21 tanks in similar olroumstsnces*       In U.S* experience in Italy in 

attacking the GUSTAV line in December 1943» an Armor element of 

16 tanks lost 12 in a single day at one location to the combined 
22 effects of mines and fire support*       These three samples certainly 

indicate that artificial obstacles improve the defender's capability 

to employ other weapons because of reduced mobility*   This point Is 

driven home by an example of a small actioo in Tunisia In early 1943* 

Pour German tanks stopped at the wire marking a lummy minefield and 

all four were destroyed*    "They had taken the wire at its face value 
23 and bad become sitting shots for anti-tank guns waiting for them.** 

The point was made in Chapter I that experience generally 

indicated personnel casualties from mines were proportionally low* 

nie Stolfi report was further quoted to indloate that If the vehicular 

damage waa considered for the same period one would not have expected 

the minimal personnel casualties*   This statement would indloate that 
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dlraot kills of vehicl«« hy Bin«« «ight b« a ■igiifloant factor.    Data 

Bamplee from Okinawa, Burop« and Korea indicate that from 2$ to 40 

percent of U.S. tank IOSMI rasulted from mines during period« whan 

combat conditions dictated use of obstacles.       During the pursuit 

of North Korean foroes in October of 1950, mines accounted for 

70 percent of UN tank casualties. '    Obviously the mine appears to 

be much more effective in terns of casualty production to vehicles 

than personnel.    This phenomenon is one charaotsristio which Or* Stolfi 

unj" to support the contention of reduced mobility.    In contrast, 

Lignifleant materiel destruetlon also supports the idea that mines 

improve combat power. 

The historical experience that has been discussed does support 

the argument that there is a relationship between reducing the enemy's 

mobility with obstacles and economy of foroe.    That relationship is 

generally confirmed by evidence that obstacle employment does provide 

a positive target enhancement and create si^ilficant vehicular 

casualties.    Despite this evidence, economy of force may be an 

inappropriate term to describe the barrier impact.    Economy of force 

implies an intent for reduced commitment at one point to enable mass 

at another.    Historical experience indicates that the barrier can be 

an aid in achieving these conditions.    In contrast the historical 

evidence is not sufficient to indicate that the barrier guarantees 

economy of force.    The barrier may exist, reduce the attacker's 

mobility,  and increase the defender's combat power without the 

'lefender being in a position to apply economy of force.    In tho Oazala 

and Kl Alamom examples the defenders did employ effective barrier 

systen.^ and lost.    In the first case it was oatablished that the 
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British did not attanpt to apply eoonoray of fore«.    In the second, 

Romnel was oevarely limited by lo/:iütioal ohortacen«    The logical 

definition of the barrier effect to this point would then be reduced 

attacker mobility and inoreaoed defendsr combat, power. 

The concept of delay has not made a eifTiifionnt impact on the 

dleousBion to this point.   The reason is simple.    Kith one cxoeption, 

the historical examples that have been presented in detail have dealt 

with defenders who did not Intend to delay.    The exception was a 

portion of the obstaole employment in the Battle of the Bilge.    In that 

case the obstacles were not a portion of a planned barrier, but were 
26 executed on a decentralized basis«        Since the objective of the search 

is to define the factors of delay It can be argued at this point that 

reduced mobility is delay.    If attacker's mobility is reduced, it will 

require nor« time to move a given amount of combat power; hence delay. 

Also historical experienoe indicates that this delay promotes higher 

attacker casualties so the increaeed defender combat power should be 

considered a factor of this barrier delay.   That argument cannot be 

conclusive without considering some of the other demonotrated impacts 

of the barrier on the combat prooess. 

One key aspect to be ooneidered is the effect of barrier 

operations when the intent in delay.    A factor which gave Impetus to 

U.S. concentration on minewarfare early in 1940 was evidence that 
27 ••mines gave real protection to troops in retreat."      That protection 

would appear to be a function of being able to break contact with main 

force units*   The aftermath of the El Alanein battle provides an 

excellent example of such an action.   At the end of the battle in 
28 three plus Oerman divisions Rommel was left with 11 tanke»       Once the 
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G«rman forces began tu« retreat all remaining element« were withdrawn 

virtually intact. There ia conaiderable argument as to whether or not 

Montgomery conducted a pursuit—a quite logical discourse considering 

It was a failure. In the pursuit that did take place thire was 

considerable difficulty ia organising and moving British units out of 

the Alsmein position because of extensive minefield«, is they began 

to move, elements of two divisions were oigiifioantly delayed by duasay 

minefields, and heavy rains further restricted vehicular traffic. 

Montgomery's apparent excuse for the failure of the pursuit was the 

29 
rain. ' Whatever the historical verdict en Montgomery's pursuit, 

two factors were much in evidence. First the rain had equal effect on 

both sides. Seocod the minefields worked only against the British 

after the Germans abandoned the Alamein position. For the reawinder 

of the retreat of several hundred miles to El Agheila mining waa so 

extensive a British Itaglneer Company was able to clear only 12 mile« 
n 

of road per day.   Oecman elements were never decisively engaged la 

that withdrawal. In thia oiroumstanoe the impact of delay was the 

ability to break oontaot. 

In the Italian theater a planned delay for an entire campaign 

was demonstrated. "In the overall concept of military strategy, the 

Germans were masters in defensive tactics of delay based upon mines 

and demolitions which were integrated along the routes of withdrawal 

and into the successive lines and points of defense—Salerno Beachhead, 

Voltumo River, Barbara Line, Bernhard Line and Gustav Line.**'' 

Gen. Kesselring's purpose in the defense was to preclude the fall of 

22 
Rome as long aa possible, apparently hoping to stalemate the war. 

It took the Allies approximately nine months to seise Rome after 
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landin« at Salamo.    This "dtlay" laelwUd k«*plag aiz ullied divisions 

bottled up in the Anzlo Beachhead for approximately five montho.    The 

stalsmate did not result; however, there Is a definite sense of delay 

in the German actions.    The extensive use of harriero boosted the 

oombat power of the Oermans and permitted then to break contact in order 

to occupy subsequent positions»    In a larger sense the delay bought 

more extensive preparations of subsequent positions because more time 

permitted more construction. 

In these two examples the intent of delay enabled two very 

important funotlons of combat:   'leaking contact and preparing 

subsequent positions*   These are the completely defensive oriented 

aspect of barrier operations«   The HERO study establishes an offensive 

corollary for delay»    In thin instanoe Instead of the defender 

intending to break contact, he plane to use barriers to Insure that the 

attacker maintains continual contact»    The result of that contact is 

"exhausting the attacker's capacity for sustained combat before he can 

reach objectives»" 

nie HERO study uses the Battle of Kursk to demonstrate this 

barrier? funotion»    "Hie Soviet barrier plan at Kursk was conceived as 

part of the major defense to be offered to a German attempt to reduce 

the large salient whioh the Russians had established around Korsk in 

their winter offensive of 1942-43*   It was thought that a strong 

position, with great depth, would wear out the Oermans, destroy their 

tanks and then make it possible for Soviet forces to introduce fresh 

troops in a general offensive and to inflict a major defeat on the 

main German Forces."^   The report details the many frustrations, 

delays, and altered attack plans of German elements in response to the 
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barriflrfl and fortified position!.    Th« progresBlv« reduction In rat« 

of advance for Qarman unlti on a daily baala la alao datailad«   Th« 

battle Mae ultimately won, however, by th« d«liv«ry of th« naaalv« 

Ruailan counterattaok. 

Logically oonsldored, the poaaibl« ^wearing down" influence 

of the barrier'in some depth cannot be ignored.    RegardleaB of how 

efficient units .are supported, they are not completely reooastiiutad 

in contact; hence, they sacrifice some of their combat potential in 

each engagement.    Maintaining constant contact is aa intelligent way 

to maximize that phenomenon.    There is a considerable eiailarity of 

the initial barrier influence on operation« in the eight days of Kurak 

and th« 12 days of Alamein.    Th« differeno« in outoom« was that th« 

Soviets could deliver the oounterstroke—Rortmel could not. 

There are two aspect« of the impact of barrier« in ooabat 

which are not «peclfioally addressed in th« available historical 

analyses but should be considered a« significant in this disoussion. 

Pirot, the more extensive th« barrlar th« mor« resources that must be 

dedioated to negating th« effect.    This effect may oontinu« it« 

influence after the barrier or obstacle ha« been breached and i« no 

longer a direct factor in the combat outcome.    For example, in Italy, 

"as the fighting continued northward, allied mobility continued to be 

restricted in the rear zone of operations due to uncleared minefields 

around Salerno and Naples.** y   Units which could have performed other 

functions or been used in other location« were tied down ty requirement« 

for clearing the exteneive obstacle «yst«ma.    Obviously this off»ct 

can be a two-edged sword, but it demonstrates the necessity for the 

attacker to plan and allocate resources to overcome the barrier.    It 
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alno highlight« th« fact that ooabat Mrvio« support oparatlona may 

prove more difficult whan the obitaolsa continue to have an influence 

in the ittacker's roar* 

The second important aspect la the fact that the barrier delay 

providss a positive intelligence enhancement.    As the attacker's 

mobility is restricted,  the defender can batter identify the location 

and sis« of attacking elemente.    Delay is an enhancement in the nenae 

that tha defender has more time to react to a particular threat. 

Although the existence of this aspect of barrier influence cannot be 

speoifioally supported from tha historioal analyses,  it is certainly 

implied by tha euooessfal applications of economy of force which war« 

previously discussed. 

Tha historioal cunmaries have provided sufficient evidence of 

several factors which can be identified as impacts of the use of 

obstacles and barriers in combat.    Evidence exists to support the 

contention that axpaotad armored vehicle kills by minefields are 

significant and that obstacles do tend to provide a target enhancement 

effect for tha defender*   OB a larger aoale evidence exists to support 

barrier influences of eccaeay of foroe, «ad permitting the defender 

to suoceaafttlly break or maintain contact and prepare subsequent 

position«*    la addition extensive obstacle« tend to constrict the 

attacker*« combat service support capability and permit the defender 

to gain Intelligence la an snvironment where his capability to react 

to that intelligence may be increased*    It appears obvious that aa 

attempt to include all of the«« factor« under «a umbrella callsd 

"deley* may prove fruitless*   Before such aa attempt is exhausted, 

however, it 1« logical to review any additional analytical work which 

k 
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may Impact on the results of the hlstorloal analyao. 

Tha historical asssssmants of th« influence of obstacles and 

barriers on combat have not baen supported to any signifioant extent 

by other analjrtio work*    The one major exception has baen attempts to 

dasorlbe the capability of minefields to oause armored vehicle 

oaoualties.    That work Is obviously of some importance, since the 

historical assasamants have Indicated that slffaifioani vehioular losses 

can be attributed to minefields# 

Pour principal sources provide the basis for dlsooaslon of 

antiarmor ainaflalda In this thesis.   In 1972 the Reaearoh Analysis 

Corporation publiehed a study entitled!    Operational Bffectiveness of 

Scatterable Land Wines which was performed under contract to the 

Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA).    This study was performed to 

analyse the many factors Important to defining the cost, employment 

methods, and combat Impact of soatterable mines.    One of the factors 

included was the capability of the minefield to inflict direct armor 

losses.    The seoond source is the Mobility Equipment Restarch and 

Development Center (MEHDC) studyi    Antitank Sffectiveness of the U.S. 

Army Standard Minefield Pattern.    This study concentrated on predicting 

tank and armored personnel carrier losses -lelvT the M-15 mine and 

standard U.S. Army minefield dootrine.    \t,ekm toere performed using 

both a miniature physical environmental simu? ption and field tests 

using existing hardware.    Tha final two sources actually provide the 

same data.    PH 20-32. Landmine Warfare includes casualty prediction 

curves for mechanized vehicles which have been adopted by the U.S. Army 

Sngineer School in its Mina-Countsrmine Operations Msnuscript of 

January 1973. 

I 
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Data drawn fro« thai« aourcet ar« portrajrad in Plgura ?-l. 

Th« vartloal axis is labalad "Effau-tivaneBc" which in defined as the 

probability that a vahiol« will anoounter a min«.    Th« horizontal axie 

rapraaantt «in« density.    "Density is defined as the avara«« number of 
VI nines of a cpacific type per meter of minefield front."       The concept 

of density is key to the analysis of minefield effects because it 

permits examination with respect to only one dimension—the frontage 

of th* minefield.    Thus, a minsfield of 100 meters frontage which is 

40 meters deep with a density of one mine per meter is equivalent for 

analytic purposes to a minefield of 100 meters frontage by 20 meters 

deep with the same density.   The density measure has apparently been 

used for some time.    Its applicability Is generally substantiated by 

the NERDC tests whioh concluded that %in4fleld pattern has no 
38 noticeable effect on antitank effectiveness." 

The obvious question Is why do ths three prediction ourvee in 

the figure differ?   Answering that question Is complicated by the fact 

that the data presented In n 20-32 is not substantiated.        Sufficient 

evidence exists, however, to permit the discussion of a general theory 

for this method of representing minefield performance.   The 
kd 

effeotlvaaess curves oan be basically fit to the form E-l.-e     where 

I ■ effectiveness 

d ■ density 

k B fit paraneter 

The value of "k" Is a function of the area of the tank which will 

cause detonation of the mine.    It the mine is fused for pressure 

aotiva+lon then contact with on« of the tracks is required for 

detonation.   In contrast, a tilt red fusing will have a much greater 
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poMibility of aotivation ilno« th« «ntlr« front««* of the tank ie, in 

effect, a target area.   In the latter case "k* would be greater and 

the effeotlveneae curve would be pushed to the left.    Real ist ioally a 

family of ourvee exltta, each a function of the type target, nine, and 

fusing system.    The test and simulation results are available to 

support the NERSC predictor so its use as a base case can be supported 

with sons degree of confidence. 

To use this data without oorreetien two assumptions must be 

made.   Pint 100]( reliability of mine detonation must be assumed.    If 

the mines do not fulfill that requirement some reduction in density 

should be computed.   Second it mast be assumed that the detonation 

guarantees an appropriate level of damage*   Since some nines only 

disable the movement eapability of a tank, that vehicle can continue 

to perform the function of delivering fire«   The definition of 

effectiveness, therefore, must be matched with the effeot that is 

desired. 

Even if those two assumptions are accepted, there are two 

other major factors which will influence the casualty producing 

oapability of the minefield»    Those two factors are the attacker 

choice of a tactical formation to cross the minefield and the 

countermine technique «nployed to neutralise the field«   In considering 

the impact of the tactical formation, the NDSC test provides a 

conclusion which somewhat simplifies the possible approach.       The 

test indicated that if tanks ere in column in a minefield of 

effectiveness "P_•• and the first tank detonates a mine, the effective 

ness of the field is not reduced for the second tank«   Obis example can 

be carried ou% to "n* tanks«   The probability of the firet tank 
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•noountwing t min« 1« P_,j ih« probability of Xh» ■•oond tank 

•noountarlng a min« la ?„ given that th« first tank ancountarad a aina 

(PE); and the probability for tha n
th tank ii P| givan that n-1 tanks 

had aaoouatarad aiaaa (P."' )• Tha axpaotad mnbar of tank casualtiaa 

*  I ia than tha auai *■ ,P„. Tha othar axtraaa for taotieal formation 

would ba all tanks in a row or simply each tank antaring tha fiald 

independently. In this oaaa tha dastruotion of tha tanks would ba 

diatributad binomially with tha axpaotad nuabar of tank casualtlos 

to ba nPg. A formation could ba soma combination of tha two axtramas 

and tha axpaotad number of tank oaaualtiaa could ba oaloulatsd by 

where: T. - mnbar of tanks in a row (ooluana) 

L ■ number of rows 

P- - probability of an encounter 

Although thle logic may ba useful in computing minefield affaota, it 

has neglected tha siffiifioant impact of countermine actions* Tha 

difficulty which surfaces In attempting to atruutura an analysis which 

includes countermine actions is the possible range of mathoda that may 

ba chosen to neutralise the affect of the minefield, Tha beat 

representation found in this research effort was the countermine 

adaptation used in the Division Wargsae (DIVWAG) analysis which 

supported the fourth phase of the Family of Soatterabla Mines (FASCAN) 

study conducted by the War Oamas Division of tha Combined Arms Combat 

Development Agency (CACDA).41 Tha discussion of this technique will 

be general bee ise of tha olaaaifioatioa level of the report. Tha 

technique used to determine countermine actions is baaed on the logic 

that the attacker chooses a countermine method based on the 
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eff«otlv«n«BB lev«l of th« oovvring fir« impoeed by defender.    Various 

levels of effectivennee for both direct and indirect fires can be 

considered.   For each level, combining both direct and indirect fire, 

the logical corresponding breach activity is chosen.   For example, if 

the direct fire is considered "devastating" combined with effective 

indirect fire the attacker would choose to bypass the minefield.    In 

contrast, if the direct fire is only moderately effective and indirect 

fire is ineffective, then the attacker logically chooses to breach with 

mine plows nounted on armored vehicles.   These examples are not 

necessarily the realistic expectations for the given circumstances, but 

were chosen to demonstrate the technique eaployed.   The major difficulty 

with this method is determining the conditions which will yield the 

threshold values for the various levels of firs effect iveness. 

Obviously this technique for considering countermine 

sipiificanoe is not iiauediately compatible with the technique for 

predicting mine casualties.    A simplified alternative is to assume 

various proportional levels of attacker neutralisation capability. 

For example, assume the attacker has a 60 percent countermine 

capability.   The impact of such an assumption is to reduce proportion- 

ally the expected casualty production of the minefield*    In the 

calculation sense BO would now be equal to 1"<^^I£ "here C is equal 

to the assumed .6 countermine capability.   A range of values for C 

from 0 to 1 would produce a family of curves for each assumed tactical 

formation and probability of encounter* 

In discussing the impact of obstacles, particularly minefields, 

It is impossible to escape the universally accepted, previously 

discussed notion that the obstacle has no value without covering fire. 
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Obviously without oovering fire th« attaokor oon alwaye chooa« the 

valua of C to be 1 and the expected oaaualtiee fro« a minefield are 

then 0. The aspects of covering fire include not only the desire to 

maximise the direct casualty producing affect of a minefield, hut 

also to maximize the target enhancement value gained from the obstacle* 

The available research necessary to define the dynamics of ths obstacle 

influence in the target engagement process ie extremely limited* Only 

recently has work begun at NBBSC and the aigineer Studies Oroup (SO) 

[formerly the aigineer Strategic Studies Oroup (K830)], Washington, 

D.O., which la specifically aimed at determining ths predicted 

increase in defender weapon efftctlveness when the obstaels Is added 

to the combat process. Complete results of these analyses are net yet 

available; however, the author of this thesis initiated a study at ESO 

in January 1974 which addressed this particular problem* That study 

was based on the design of a "m r nM computeriaed war game, the 

Fortification Obstacle Effects Simulator (FOES)* An interim report was 

prepared in June 1974 and the results presented in that report will be 

the basis for discussion of th« dynsmlos of obstaels target enhancement 

in this thesis* 

"The FOES development concentrated on simplified representations 

of important aspects of the combat process while attempting to maintain 

sufficient variability in the process to permit an adequate study of 

obstacle and fortification effects."^  Three primary events wer« 

chosen to represent the combat process at the lowest leveli movement, 

detection, and firing. The movement event was represented by assigiing 

the attacker a random speed within each simulation cycle. Detection 

for the defender was based on ths published results of field 
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•xp«rlMUvta oonduotad In Surop« and at Ft* Ord. J   The apeoiflo intent 

of these experimenta ma to define the djrnanlca of reppeeenting terrain 

and resulting llne-of-aight dependenoiea to provide a basis for 

studying antiarmor weapon effeotiveneas.   Tm key phenomena were 

indicated by these experiaeata*   Piret, detection appears to be a 

function of range.   The closer the target moves to the defender the 

more likely a detection by the defender.    Once detected, however, the 

length of tine that the target ie exposed appears to be independent of 

range«   Thus the visible •Windows" In terrain which favor the defender 

appear to be randomly distributed.   Hie attacker detection event was 

baaed on information provided in RAO*■ Oneratiomal «ffeativsiieea of 

Soatterable Miapa study.   The original concept was developed from 

field experiments oonduoted at Camp Stewart, Georgia, in 1933*       The 

ei&dfleant observation provided by that study waa that the attacker's 

capability to detect the defender 1« solely a function of the number of 

round« fired by the defender independent of range and the time between 

firings.   Simply stated this phenomenon is detection by weapon 

oiffiature.   The final event of the combat process in FOB was the 

firing event/5   Bange dependent distributions of kill probabilities 

were uaed to represent this event*   In the oase of newer anti-tank 

weapons these distributions war« sanitised la order to maintain the 

unolaaalfled character of the study*   The obstacle waa represented in 

this process by two distinct alterations in activity*   Whan the obstacle 

was reached the attacker movenant terminated for a specific period of 

time (delay)*   The defender than gained a limited increase in 

probability of kill which corresponded to firing at a stationary 

target.   Defender was assisted tbe stationary target kill probability 
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for «very other round fired la the delay period to acoount for poaelble 

attacker movement to >>ypaae the obstacle• 

Figure ^-2 demonetrates a oample remit for the P(Puude)-SrR£oa 

and P-T55 tank.4  The measure of effeotiveneee (MOB) represented by the 

vertical axle ia an equal weighting of the proportion of kills and 

survivals for the antitank weapon« The proportion of kills is the 

number of kills divided by the total number of attackers that could 

have been killed in the number of conflicts simulated. The survival 

proportion was one minus the number of attacker kills of the defender 

divided by the number that could have been killed in the total 

conflicts simulated. Defender survival in this case is not «(jual to 

the defender kill proportion since a draw was a feasible outcome for 

a given simulation cycle. Anytime this defined NOB has a value 

greater than .3 the defender possesses a kill exchange ratio that is 

greater than the opponent's mass ratio. Per example, in Figure &-2, 

the base run for one P-Dragon versus two P-T55 tanks has an NOB value 

of about .63. Since this NOB value is greater than .5 more than two 

P-T33 tanks are being killed for each ^-Dragon which is loat. The 

logical extrapolation is that In a battle to annihilation under these 

circumstances the supply of P-T55 tanks would be exhausted before the 

supply of P-Draeono, If the NOB were exactly equal to .3, the opponents 

would theoretically exhaust each other simultaneously^-a true draw. 

Figure 2-2 provides a sample of the impact of the obstacle in 

terms of increasing weapon effectiveness. In this particular case the 

impact is dramatic in that by using the obstacle the P-Dragon can 

maintain a MOB level of .3 even when opposed by five P-T33 tanks* 

Unfortunately there is a considerable variance in the impact of the 
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obotacl« for antitank weapons of dlffarant oharaotaristioa. Only four 

AT weapons ware portrayed Initially in FOES» P-90mm AT Qm,  P>106nm RR, 

^•Drafon, and P-TOW. The firat two weapone poaaasa range dependant 

kill probability diatributiona, ao they are aenaltive to the range 

from the weapon to the obstacle. Aa a result there is not only 

variance between weapons but in theaa oaaea variance within weapona. 

Table 2.1 shows aoae results for all four weapons expressed in terns 

of the number of P-TS5 tanks required to aohiave an NOB value of «5 

in the no-obstacle and obstacle oaaes. 

TABLE 2.1 

IM^'e NBCESaARr TO ACHIEVE MOE .547 

NO 
WEAPOK OBSTACLE OBSTACLE 

A B B-BcA 

P-90n»        1.4 1*6 1*28 
I>-I06an        1.3 3.4 2.6l 
P-Bragon       3.0 SO 1.6? 
MOM 4.5 5.3 1.18 

The no-obstacle values give some indication of the relative 

effectiveness of the various weapona. Although the P-9Ctam and P-106n»n 

appear equal in the no-obstaole ease, the obstacle provides greater 

enhancement for the latter because of the aipiifioantly longer range 

at which the P-106 can engage. At different ranges the result for the 

P-1Ö6 would be less. The P-TOW is such an effective weapon at a 

range before the P-T55 oan effectively engage that the obstacle has 

leas impact on the P-TOW ease than on the P-Bragon case. 

The FOES work is admittedly crude and preliminary and as a 

result has some significant ahortoominga. One major failing was the 
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inability to gau«a th« impact of indirect fir« weapons* This upoot 

was neglected because of the inherent oomplexitieo of sifflulating 

indirect fires. A sijpifioant unresolved problem surfaced in 

attempting to represent AT weapons in a firepower concentration» MOE 

values for two AT weapons versus four tanks tended to be eonewhat lower 

than the one on two case. This anoauJjr appears to be a funotion of the 

method used to represent the attacker detection event which may have 

given the attacker more than a realistic expectation of detection. 

In spite of Its rather obvious shortcoaiings the preliminary 

FOES work indicates some logical general insights on tbe dynamics of 

obstacle impact In the combat process. The only source willing to 

this point to even guess at the quantitative aspect of obstacles on the 

combat process Is the HERO study which would postulate that use of 

mines, demolitions, and construoted obstacles would provide a combat 

power enhancement of 1.3, assuming the HSBO definition of combat 

d8 
power.   In Table 2-1 the anhaneement factors varied from 1.18 to I.67 

If the value for the P-106mm Is diRcounted. It Is logical to discount 

that particular value since the obstacle was sited at a near optimal 

range and the resulting enhancement Is greater than could be expected 

under most olroumstanoes. Preliminary results would indicate, however, 

that an expectation of increased combat power of 30 to $0 percent when 

the obetaole Is employed Is not unreasonable, especially considering 

the effeotiveness of newer AT weapons. 

One surprise in the FOBS work was the lack of significance of 

delay. Figure 2-3 provides an example of outcomes when the Intent was 

to determine the sensitivity of results to the length of delay time. 

The vertical axis represents the percent Improvement In the MOE value 
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when oofflpar«d to the no obotncle or base oaoe. The general tandancy 

for additional effectiveneon to rapidly peak and additional dalay time 

lose meaning woo true throughout the course of the nnalytun. 

Comparative weapon capabilitiee are apparently qaickly maximized and 

increased delay times do not sipiifioantly increase the defender's 

additional combat power enhancement. 

The preliminary conclusion that Is derived from the analytic 

work la that vehicular destruction by mines and enhanced combat power 

is generally independent of delay time« In contrast, both the 

historical evidence and the analytic work indicate that the two 

phenomena of oasualtlaa and target enhancement may be Bignifioant 

add-ons to defender's combat power* 

The logic structure formed by reviewing both the historical 

assessments and the available analytical results support the position 

that attempting to study the influence of the barrier on combat by 

defining a parameter called "delay" is infeaaible. The effects of 

significant armored vehicle damage by mines and positive target 

enhancement when obstaolea are covered by fire might be classed as 

the guaranteed influences when a barrier is employed. These effects, 

for the most part, are independent of delay time« The other influences 

that the barrier has had on combat such as economy of force, aiding in 

breaking and maintaining contact, permitting the defender to prepare 

subsequent positions, constricting combat service support, and 

developing intelligence are not guaranteed outcomes. Delaying the 

attacker certainly aids the defender in achieving these functions; 

however, the combat environment oust have characteristics other than 

barriers which permit t:ie defender to accomplish these actions. Delay 
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io only on« factor which might h« uMfUl in defining the dvfMdar's 

captbility to axoroloe fr««doo of Mtion« 

On th« baaie of th« literature March *t appear« that the 

hypotheeia ahould he reatruottved to etatei    It ia feaaible to 

eatlaate the value of a barrier at engageaent levels appropriate to 

theater modeling using aimulatiom modeling techniques.    To test this 

hypothesis a modeling technique must be chosen which will permit 

sufficient freedom of action to study the broader effects such as 

economy of force and breaking contact«   If these effects cannot be 

studied the choice of employing a barrier oollapses to comparing the 

resouroe cost of implementing a barrier with the coat of adding 30 to 

30 percent more combat power* 
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CHAPTER ZU 

—THE NOUEIr— 

The logical oonolusions wfaioh resulted from the lltarature 

aearoh su^geat the environment that must be oreeted to provide a 

oonolualve study of the impaot of the barrier on the combat process. 

The critical requirement is to represent "freedom of motion." "flreedom 

of motion" implies a process where alternatives may be ohosen for 

accompliBhing the Intended purpose. It would appear that four key 

factors define the capability to choose alternatives i the requirement 

or misslont the existing situation; resource conetraints; and projected 

outcomes. The logical process of combining theie four factors should 

produce a list of adnissable decisions or alternative choices. 

The requirement or mission is a simple statement of what must 

be accomplished. The existing situation is the decision maker's 

visualisation of the important aspects of the environment in which he 

must accomplish the requirement. This environment is influenced by 

two distinct kinds of impactsi those the decision maker can control 

and those he cannot. In the military environment examples of the 

latter are terrain, weather, enemy sise, and enemy dispositions. 

Lxampies of the former are allocation of fire support, location of 

reserves, and requirements assigned to subordinate elements. The 

decioion maker's control is constrained by the available resources and 

the appropriate "cost" of a particular action in terms of those 

resources. Finally, the decision maker must estimate the result or 

47 
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outcome) loffloally ohooslng that ooura« which providsa th« beat chance 

for BucoeoB within th« rcaouro« limitation«. 

A concept for leoieion making waa included in the COKAP 

Evaluation Model (CBt). In CDf, "at the beginning of each period, 

aeveral tactical decioiona are made at division level, baaed on th« 

diviaion estimate of the situation. Those decielone include allocation 

of fire support to brigades, asalgment of brigade mission, and 

oommitment or reoonstitutlon of a diviaion reaerve."  Obviously 

inoluding any kind of a deoiaion algorithm in combat modeling la a 

forward step. Thar« are, however, some diatlnct diaadvantagea in 

th« CHI ayste«. "Beat" outcomea ar« ohoaen, but th« d«oialona are 

oontroll«d by thraahold of oomparative fir«pow«r. Eaoh la actually 

a "go no-go" action and acme may occur oonourrently. They ar« "no 

coat" deoiaiona ainoe th« simulated deoiaion maker ia not required to 

apend reaouroea. Thus thia system only provides for a logical sequence 

for changing activity baaed on th« current situation. Vk*  short fall 

la th« fact that th«re ia no comparison of alternative choices for 

acoomplishing the same objective. As in other phaaaa of CM, th« 

outcome la determiniatio with thia daciaion algorithm «imply providing 

some additional flexibility. 

An objoctiv« of this theaia la to «atabliah a modoling technique 

oapable of evaluating th« iafluoaoo of barriara. It ia logical, there- 

fore, to oonalder altamativ«« to the d«t«rmlniatio typo modal 

r«pr«aented by GDI. On« alternativ« ia th« Neat« Carlo or probabilistic 

t«ohnlqtte whioh "coooiat« of d«t«miBlBg a «ample outcome which ia 

d«p«nd«nt upon othor variablaa, by randomly aampling from th« 

2 
diatrlbution of th«ae variablaa."  Th« Fortification Cbataol« Effect« 
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Simulation (FOES) dlseuiMd in Chapter ZZ i» «a «XMipl« of «uoh • i»od«l. 

Conflict has long exirfced in the tnilitarjr-oriantad oparailon« rctMtroh 

oomnnmity over the choice of a "deterainiitio" or NprobobiliotioN 

formulation of combat.•* This theeie will not atte«pt to dotall tho 

various aepecta of tho argiMente, hut sooe brief dioouaoion is 

neoeasary to support tho aubsoquent selection of a modeling toohaiqpio. 

One key factor in tho argument is whether or not tho Madded 

difficulty of solution of tho probabilistic model loads to improved 

realism,"4 One sifpifioant analysis supports tho position that tho 

choice, in a real sense, is irrelevant because "there exists very 

little difference between probabilistic flow of the solution and 

deterministic results for forces involving more than a few dosen men,"5 

Although this conclusion may be valid, it is tempered by one very 

significant factor. Both the deterministic and probabilistic techniques 

considered within the limits of the argument are oriented toward an 

almost complete dependency on relative mass, usually in the form of 

firepower scores or force ratio, to determine outcome. Any technique 

that claims to improve the representation of freedom of action must, 

therefore, consider how freedom of action should be balanced against 

the influence of mass. That requirement will be discussed at some 

length throughout this chapter; however, the initial problem remains 

the general choice of technique. If the solutions from deterministic 

and probabilistic representations of combat do, in fact, converge and 

the decision making process In CO! Inadequately portrays freedom of 

action then some other representation of combat should be considered. 

At this point it Is helpful to forget the analyst and his 

concern for deterministic voraus probabilistic and return to the 
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decision maker «ad the four factor« that influence his capability to 

choose alternatives. The deoision mater's requirement and resources 

are deterministic, as are those anpeots of the current situation which 

he can control such as the size, composition, and location of his 

reierve. Those aspects of the current situation which he cannot 

control euch as weather and enemy dispositions may be classed as 

probabilistic* The existence of uncertainty in these areas supports 

intelligence as a function of combat with the purpose of reducing that 

unoertainty. The fourth factor, projected outcome, is significantly 

probabilietic. The nature of combat is such that the best plan may 

fail and the worst sucoeed; thus, the deoision maker faces considerable 

unoertainty in this area* To reduce that uncertainty he exercises 

dynamic control of his resources* For example, he moves units to 

support, chooses to defend on the best terrain, or reallocates fire 

support at any time* In the perspective of the analyst a modeling 

technique for this process should provide the oharaoteristios of 

unoertainty in outcome, alternative choices, and a dynamic control of 

remources* 

The second major problem is to provide there characteristics 

for the model and maintain a ueeful perspective on the Influence of 

mama on combat outcomee. Again the miXltarjr-orlented operations 

research coasninity provides two distinct opposing positions* On one 

hand an argument to support mass having the dominant influence on 

combat outcome is the oonoluaion that "«Slnoe the year 1600 the site 

of the winning army has, on the average, been larger than the loser**** 

In oontraat, another analysis of a similar period states that 

"Generally, initial force ratio, * * «t had little effect en the 
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outoom* of the battlee atudied."'    Th« first position supports the 

widely accepted Lonohestar theory of combat which portrays individual 

force elements as maintaining constant effectiveness with th« exohane* 

rat« then favoring th« larc«r foro«.   The alternative position is 

supported by the fact that "historical data for infantry, armor, and 

air show consistently ths more outnumbered a force is th« b«tt«r its 
a 

exchange rate will be."  These two extreme positions provid« ample 

spaoe for compromise. 

Using those arguments to gain an acceptable perspective on th« 

influence of mass on combat outcome, it is useful to consider th« 

various facets of the two extremes in a qualitative sense* First, if 

mass is not critical, in a pure sense, it would be logical to choose to 

fight all battles with smaller forces« That position is obviously 

counter-intuitive, A military tactician advocating a smaller army 

because it had a higher likelihood of winning would soon be «««king 

other employment. It would, therefore, be unreasonable not to desire 

a preponderance of force in the long run. At the same time it is 

reasonable to assume that the outnumbered opponent realises his 

disadvantage and takes appropriate action to minimise its effect. This 

phenomenon probably accounts for the higher exchange ratios for greater 

disparities in force sise. A combination of the historical data and 

logical argument would then prescribe that mass is dominant over time 

but must be viewed in a different perspeotive at a speoifio point in 

time. 

The modeling concept selected to meet the various character- 

istics dieoussed in the preceding paragraphs A&M  first developed in 1970 

by Nr. Gerald S. Cooper then a sanier analyst with the Force Structure 
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Departmant of th« R*M*roh Analysis Corporation of NoLaan, Virginia* 

His proposal was termsd sxpsriaental and thsre ia no indication that 

ths taohnlqu* has bssn applied in any fornal study in support of 

Oepartmant of ths Amy.    Aa a result, information uaed to support thia 

thssis was drawn fro« an unpubllshsd report dated January 1971 and a 

aanple ooa^utsr test run.   The abort title of the report is "The VOATES 

(Visible Graded Approach to Theater Xffeotiveneaa) Notebook •N   nie 

following ooaiasnt eatabliahas the general oharaoter of VOATES: 

VOATES is a prototype ooaqmtsr prograa that represents 
dsfsnaive ooabat in ths abstraot and in aggregate.   A single 
run produoea tabular and graphic aunaaariea of combat over a 
rsngs of available and committed rssourosa. 

Combat ia aaaumed to consist of a succession of single 
period trials.    Before each trial, ths defending commander 
reviews a list of adaissabls ohoiosa of what to do next* 
Subject to liaitaticB on resouroea, the coonander (algorithm) 
sslsets a single dot ion from the list to maximics his forward 
(expected) FBBA position for ths current period.    The ocamsnder 
is permitted second thoughts about previous periods and can 
make a current choice as though many (but not all) preceding 
choioea can be reaade*   The oooundsr's decision process is 
repaated tar each time period and each quantity of reaouroe 
oonsunsd. 

Briefly, this process nay be dssoribed aa theater conflict represented 

by a dynamic programing algorithm where the defending commander 

optimises nis strategy at a particular tine and resource level. 

VOATES visualises the battle field as a series of intersections 

of •actors and defense lines*   Seotora are widths of terrain generally 

parallel to the expected movement of the opponents.   Lcgioally, sectors 

are chosen to correspond to a spaoiflc unit type of frontage such as 

division sectors or brigads sectors*   Defense lines are perpendicular 

to ths expected movement of opponents and must be the same in each 

seotor*   The intersection of a scoter and dsfenss line provides a 

point at which an engagement nay be aasessed. 
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Tht algorithm whioh r«pr«a«nti tha daftndiaf ooMuuadar «••■ th« 

following objootlv« fuaotlon at poriod ^t"! 

m{%) - Sg '^ ^ «d.i.) « wwd.L) 
whop«  MXT !■ th« dooisloa index 

L   is th« eeotor iadaz 
Q  1« th« holding probability 
DIST 1« th« dirtano« of a «poolfiod dafan«« lino 

In a ipaeiflod oootor 
1   Is th« d«f«M« lin« indoz 
N4  1« th« nu«b«r of d«f«n«« lin«« 

Th« holding probability "Q" 1« th« probability that th« «tofndar will 

rataln a «paoifio dofoa«« lin« in a «paeifio ««otor undor th« 

oonditioos that «xi«t in poriod "t." "DIST" nay b« «inply ▼i«w«d a« a 

walgbtlng factor whioh dafino« th« rolatlv« inportanoo of a «pooiflo 

dafan«« lin«. "DIST" is normalisod baaod on a rofareno« lin« «0 th« 

rang« of poaaibl« values la (PttLWPl. Oivan thraa dafanaa llnaa, 

aampla values for "DIST" might ba (1., .5, .33). Thus tha dafandar 

la completely auooessfUl if ha hold« tha flrat line. Tha territory 

gained by the attacker in moving to tha third line la daflnad in thla 

partioular example to be of ouoh eritioallty that tha value of 

retaining defenaa line three la worth only on»-thlrd that of retaining 

defense line one. "The combat objective «ay be to retain a region. If 

holding any defense line In th« region 1« a oooqplete suoce««, it 1« 

appropriate to regard all defense lines aa having tha same 'dia- 

tanoe « 1.0." 

Qualitatively, the objective function la tha choice of that 

admisaable decision whioh maximize: the loweat sector holding 

probability considering all defense linos within the sector.    Simply 

stated this "max-enin" criterion 1« an attempt to strengthen to the 

maximum extant poaaibl« tha weakest defender sector,   A sample 
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adfflliaablfl decision list for a problem where the defending force 

conniato of a single force type which nay be either committed to 

1 ? combat in one of two sectorn or added to the combat reserve might be: 

1 - Add no force 
2 - Add one unit of fore« fro« OOKUS to theater 

combat reserv« 
3 - Transfer one unit of force fro« combat reserve to 

Motor 1 
4 - Transfer on« «nit of force from combat reserve to 

■•otor 2 
5 - Transfar one unit of foro« from ««otor 1 to 

oofflbat r«Berve 
6 - Tr«nsf«r on« unit of foro« fro« sector 2 to 

combat reserve 

VQATB op«rat«« b«st in an envinonment wh«re decisions cost either 

nothing or a unit oo«t. An example of a "no-cost•• decision might be 

add no fore«, or if oonmitted fore«« «r« considered to be completely 

controlled by th« commander shifting a foro« fro« one ssotor to 

snother. For other dooisions th« daelsion list is structured to 

r«fl«ot th« unit cost equivalency. Vor «xample, assum« the requirement 

to oompar« reinforcing with artillery v«rBU8 committing tank unit 

reserves. Rather than «sleeting the unit sisee and then attempting 

to cost th« alternatives, ths unit sis«« are s«l«ot«d in a «anaer which 

defines ths alt«rnatives to be about equal in cost« 

The sami-probabilistio natur« of VOATES i« reflected in th« 

transition probability ("T**) oonoopt. Tbi.» dsvie« is a reflection of 

th« fact that th« ooamandsr is fac«d with an uncartain outcome. Th« 

transition probability is aseumad a function of strength or foro« ratio 

(QDOT). Figur« 3*1 displays th« g«om«try of thi« method. 3 Th« 

vartloal axis i« th« trawition probability sad th« horiiontal axi« th« 

fere« ratio* Vor a valus QDOI^B th« d«f«ad«r i« aasumsd to rotaia 

th« «ngatsmaat point with probability 1.* At th« oth«r extrem«, for 
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FI0ÜSB 3*1 

TRAMSZTXGH PBOBABILITIXS 
n VOATBS 

(0.0, C) 

QUOT 
(FOBCS RATIO) 

Vfhen the force ratio (QUOT) ia In the interval B to A the transition 

probability is defined "by a linear function detemined by the two given 

paira if transition probability and force ratio values (l.O, B) and 

(p, A).    Likewise the values in the interval A to C will be defined by 

a linear function determined by the pairs (p, A) and (0.0, C).    For 

any given force ratio the function then provides a correaponding 

probability for defender cucoeea, 

VGATES is not necessarily the ultimate in combat modeling, nor 

is it in a state of development, as introduced in the previous 

paragraphs,   appropriate to direct application for the particular 

problem of analyzing barrier effectiveness.    One aigfiifloant attraction 

is the concept of a decision process which is significantly uncon- 

strained in comparing alternatives.    The formulation of an admissable 

decision list ia limited only by the analyst's ingenuity and the 



neoesslty for maintaining a reasonable computer run time. An 

additional attraction la the anpect of uncertainty in the combat 

outcome. There is a price to pay for this particular advantage. 

VGATES was designed "to provide a means to relax some but hardly all of 

the GO and NOCK) conditions and data applied in some forms of combat 

simulation to partial 00 and partial NO-GO rules. Partiality or 

distribution of results is realistic and, in a sense, should present 

more credible though non-unique conclusions."   The cost of uncertainty 

would appear to be the sacrifice of a unique quantitative answer for 

the sake of better qualitative solutions. It could be argued that the 

uncertainty aspects of VGATES do not truly escape the dominance of 

relative mass, since the transition probabilities are a function of 

relative force ratio* That argument will be considered in detail as 

the technique is modified to address the particular problem of barrier 

•ffeotlveness. 

Internal and external modifications of VGATES were required to 

structure the technique for the barrier problem. The prototype model 

which resulted from those modifications will be referred to as the 

Barrier Effectiveness Analysis Revision (BEAfl). The first modification 

addresses the general perspective of the type problem to be addressed. 

VQATES was designed in an environment where force structure decisions 

are concerned with theater and multi-theater strategy. In that 

environment factors such as basing deolsicns, inter-theater lift, and 

multi-service configuration (new aircraft carrier versus new main battle 

tank) muet be coneldered. The obstacle aystem or barrier impacts at a 

lower echelon—appropriately that echelon where the commander makes the 

decision to employ the barrier as one of the alternative tools for 
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acoomplishing hia miBsion.    For BEAR the Division waa chosen aa the 

level for analysis.    This ohoioe was influenced by the fact that CEM 

resolves combat at the Brigade level.   The barrier is basically a 

combat multiplier and should impact at the level where combat is played. 

Finally, the Division directs and controls those resources which support 

the Brigade.    This altered perspective does not evoke massive changes 

in technique, but Beta the stage for a different set of problems. 

The basic logic sequence for the BEAR algorithm is displayed 

in the flow chart shown in Figure 3.2.   After appropriate inputs are 

cataloged and the time counter is initialised, the process is controlled 

by three basic logic loops.    The initialisation sequence sets the 

beginning force levels in each sector, and sets the first combat 

engagement on the first defense line.    Next, a Red strategy is chosen 

for that time period and the available Blue resource level is set to 

zero.   The algorithm then executes the innex»-most loop whioh 

corresponds to the selection of the best decision that Blue can make 

within the established resource level.    This selection is based on Red 

and Blue attrition and the resulting transition and holding 

probabilities.    Given that the decision currently being considered is 

equivalent to a previously selected decision, the current decision will 

be selected.    It will be subsequently established in the discussion of 

the Blue decision list that this procedure for treating Indifference 

will gain some analytic significance by the selection of sequence for 

the Blue docieions.    When a Blue decision is selected as better, 

appropriate output values are saved. 

The inner-most loop is exhausted by considering all feasible 

Blue decisions.    The algorithm then checks to determine if all feasible 
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resource levels have been ooneidered.    If not, the reeouroe value it 

Incremented; the first Blue deoielon is selected| and the prooees of 

•electing the best Blue dsoiiion is repsated.    After all feasible 

reoouroe levels have been ooneidered, the selected deoieions, sad objeo- 

tlve function values are stored for future reference.   The algorithm 

then chocks to uetermine whether or not all time periods have been 

considered.    If not, the next time period is selected; necessary values 

are re-initialized; Bad chooses a new strategy; and the processes of 

the two inner loops are repeated.   After all time periods have been 

considered the desired output is reconstructed for analysis. 

BEAfi is structured so that only two major inputs are required 

from a read filei    initial forces and terrain desiepatioas.   All other 

information required for initialisation is provided in internal data 

statements.   Th* model is structured with two sectors to correspond to 

two Blue brigade frontages, and a maximum of six defense lines.   A 

maximum of 31 resource levels and 30 days of combat is permitted. 

Terrain at the intersection of a sector and defense line may be 

desi^iated as one of three classes (easy, moderate, difficult) which 

correspond to the three general classes of terrain used in CSH as 

discussed la Chapter I.    The influence of terrain in the modeling 

process will be detailed in subsequent discussion of transition and 

holding probability sequences. 

One difference between VOATES and BSAB is the method for 

inputting the initial forces.   VOATES was structured to input Blue and 

lied forces as types of firepower.    BEAR is designed for inputting unit 

types and then converting them to a representation of firepower.   Unit 

organizations for Blue forces were based on data provided in Ü3AC03C. 
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RB 10V1 0r«nl»>tion*l Patt for th« Annr ia thm Ffld.    Itod fore« 

organlBfttlon wan adopted from PM 30-10^ Hf^^ M AintT^T*    'rhp 

unit t7p«B acceptable in BEAR are as follow«t 

BLUE (anrrM 
1 Amor Battalion,  M-VjU 
2 Meohanlred Infantry Battalion,  7-45H 
3 Armored Cavalry Squadron,   17-105H 
4 Artillery Battalion (155"« HOW) 
5 Artillery Battalion (Bin HOW) 

am famiT) 
1 Heavy Tank Raglment 
2 Medlua Tank Regiment 
3 Motorited "»ifle Regimmt 
4 Diviaioo Artillery (Tank Divioion) 
5 Rmoonnaiaaanre Battalion 
6 Division Artillery (Motorlied Dirlsion) 
7 Anti-Tank Regiment 
8 Mixed Artillery Brigade 

Dnits input to BEAR are converted to five firepower types.    Where 

there is possible conflict of assi^uaant such as the oaae of 90* 

mounted Saggers, the assignment was based on the primary weapon type- 

anti-tank in this particular example. 

TABU 3*1 

BHHUB 

Z. Light Weapons (individual sad Crew Served) 
II. Armor (Tanks) 

III. Light Armor Nechaniied Vehicles (AFC, BMP) 
IV. Anti Tank Weapon« (TOW, SAOOBR) 
V. Artillery and Mortars 

The resulting combat power representation« of particular unit 

types are shown in Tables 3*2 and 3* 3«   Per each force the combat power 

representations are assigned to either one of the two sectors or placed 

in the reserve as designated in the input data.   The first engagement 

is set on the first defense line by assitfiing a holding probability 
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value of 1.0 for that lino at the beginning of D-day. The alforitlM can 

then begin by selecting a Red etrategy. 

TABLE 3*2 

ML—gj— 
(BÜNIT) 
V"n TIP«! 

1 Amor Battalion 
2 Mechanised Battalion 
i Armored Cavalry Sqdn 
4 Artillery Battalion (155) 
5 Artillery Battalion (8") 

I II III IV V 

277 54 18 0 4 
714 0 63 36 13 
643 27 75 9 0 
0 0 0 0 18 
0 0 0 0 12 

TABU 3.3 

HP ffPrc/ff rcffiH 

(RÜNIT) Ptrepower Type» (MBTPB) 
II   III    IT   ¥ 

1 Heavy Tank Regiment 5 
2 Medium Tank Regiment 5 
3 Motorized Rifle Regiment    1490 
4 Division Artillery (Tank) 20 
5 Reconnaieeanoe Battalion 23 
6 Division Artillery (Motorized) 32 
7 Anti Tank Regiment 16 
8 Mixed Artillery Brigade 20 

8 
34 
0 
7 
0 
0 
0 

15 
15 

170 
21 
12 
21 
8 
0 

0 
0 

21 
6 
0 
18 
34 
0 

0 
0 
24 
50 
0 
74 
0 

72 

One major structuring problem for BEAR was the choice of an 

appropriate list of admlssable deolslans. The fact that only the Blue 

commander had decision power In VOATES waa unaooeptable. nie best 

solution to this problem would be to provide the simulated Bad 

commander with a similar algorltln which enables him to take an 

optimal course of action In each period. That course of action was 

considered infeaslble In view of the time requirements and analyst 

capability supporting this paper. The alternative was to provide the 
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Red fore« a ■truoturad 00 RO-OO d«oision proocas siailar to that ueed 

in CEM, The relativ« force status is «xamined by Bad at the start of 

eaoh period, before Blue makes a deoision. The weaker Blue sector is 

always chosen for the first action* If Red has less than 5:1 

superiority in that sector he iamediately commits one-half of his 

reserve to that sector. If Red forces in the stronger sector also have 

lese than a Jf advantage, Red commits one-half of the remaining 

reserve to that sector* At the beginning of any period should the 

superiority exceed 5«1 in any sector, one-third of the comnitted 

element will be returned to the reserve* The threshold value 5:1 is 

an arbitrary choice; however, it does correspond to the logical 

construction of other components of the model* In the development of 

the transition probability sequence it will be demonstrated that a 

5*1 Red superiority will restrict Blue to leas than a 10 percent chance 

of retaining a specific defence line* Ry adding forces at less than 

5il Bad is attempting to achieve the %ear oertain* win condition* By 

withdrawing sons elements at greater than 5«1» Red is attempting to 

reconstitute his force in contact under the meat favorable conditions* 

This process is shorn in detail in the flowchart in Figure 3* 3* 

This Bed decision process may seem rather limited and arbitrary. 

One objective was to keep it simple* The other was to represent two 

actions which could have a major iapaot on Blue** stimtegy* The first 

is a Bsd tendency to operate by unit replacement. If the force ratio 

exoeeds the 5«1 ratio in a period, the one-third withdrawal would 

approximate a unit sise. The withdrawal of thoee forcee will probably 

take the force ratio below 5i1 which forces a reinforcement the next 

period, «ocompliahing the replaoement within the force»e current 
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capability. Th« largvr oo«nitn«nt of r«Mrv«i to the weakest Blue 

sector la an attempt to rapresaai the doctrine of concent rating at the 

wealceat point. 

Til« selection of the initial daolsion epaoe for Blue was limited 

to 13 adniaaable aotlona» These actions are detailed In Table 3.4* 

The first seven decisions are "no coat." They are selaotad baaed on 

the idea that the oo—ander can institute the action within his existing 

resouroes. They essentially provide hi« control of his organic forces 

by doing nothing, moving them laterally or moving then front to rear, 

or rear to front. The sequencing of these seven decisions was selected 

to provide an inherent priority in those oases where the algorithm 

might be indifferent to a oholoe hstwsi two deoisions. As previously 

establishad should indifference be enoeimtered, the current deoislcn is 

selooted. Assuning this indiffarsnoe, the sequencing dictates that it 

is least attractive to shift foroas laterally. Logically if forces are 

required forward the sera likely alternative would be to cesait from 

the reserve. Given that oirotmstanoss could exist where the algorithn 

would be indifferent between oosaitting sore foroas and reconstituting 

a reaerve, the latter would be preferred to permit rehabilitation and 

rest. Finally, if taking no action is äquivalent to any other «no oost" 

deoieion, no action would be preferred* This choice logically permits 

the Bins eosunder to held the ourrant status and not rearrange forces 

in a manner that in future periods night prove inadviaable. The six 

additional deoisions permit Blue to buy added capability for one 

aeotor. That capability may he ground forces, artillery support, or 

the harrier. The barrier initially represents only the effect of a 

force multiplier with a aaxiMM value of 1*3* This additional 30 
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TABU 3.4 

COST 

(o) 

(o) 

(o) 

(0) 

(o) 

(0) 

(o) 

NXT 

1 

10 

11 

13 

i; 

Tnnafar on»-ihird ooabat powtr fron Stotor 1 to 
S«otor 2 

Transfer on»-thlrd oonbat power from Sector 2 to 
Sector 1 

Add oae-half of reserve to Sector 1 

Add one-half of reserve to Sector 2 

Transfer oa*-thlrd of Sector 1 to reserve 

Transfer one-third of Sector 2 to reserve 

to nothing 

Add one tank company to Sector 1 

Add one tank company to Sector 2 

Add one battery artillery support to Sector 1 

Add one battery artillery support to Sector 2 

Add Barrier Nultlpller increment (.05) to one defense 
line in Sector 1 (Max 1.3) 

Add Barrier Multiplier increment (.05) to one defense 
line in Sector 2 
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psroeift can b« galnad only by .05 l&orMiwiia in «ach time p«riod on only 

on« defens« lint. The model la structured BO that when the barrier 

«xiots Blue attrite with the enhanced capability. Blue losses, however, 

are assessed only against existing unit«. The sequencing of these 

decisions was selected to force the choice of the barrier should the 

algorithm be indifferent. 

The ohoioe of a method for computing attrition in BEAR waa a 

major problem because of the necessity to establish a relationship 

between the influence of mass and the effect of a combat multiplier. 

"The VQATSS NotebookN provide« a generalised theory of attrition based 

on the scalar notioni ^ 

IJ^Dt - -(g x rf11 + d) x rf12 (1) 

DB/Dt - -(h x F?1 + •) x B?2 (2) 

where R i« the Red Force repreeentation 
B i« the Blue Force repreaentation 
g i« an effectiveness faotor for Blue 

Forom« against Red Force« 
h i« an effect iveneaa fmotor for Red 

Foroea agalnat Blum Forces 
Ml, M2, II and 12 arm «xponenta whoae 

valuea detmrmine a particular 
attrition theory 

The parameteia "d" and "m1* are omllad mnto attrition factor«* Their 

value will be a««URMd to be aaro and «a «uoh they will be deleted from 

aubaequent di«ou«sion without oomment. If the valuea M1«1I1«1 and 

H2-I2-0 are choaen for equationa (l) and (2), the result ia a «tatement 

of the Lancheater Square La» for attrition. This la» ia the moat 

widely uaed in combat modeling; ao it providaa the beat basi« for 

di«ou««ion. The scalar repreeentation of tha Square Law iat 

VR/Vt m -RjB    (3) 

DB/Dt - -EJJR    (4) 
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wher« E- and IL h»v« b««n subatltuitd for "g" and "h" in «quatioiis (1) 

and (2).   Dividing aquation (3) by (4) ÜM reault iai 

«? (5) 

It could than ba argued that, undar Squara Law oonditiona, for Blua to 

gain an aquivalant axohanga (iW/DB-l) at a aptoifio point in tina, tha 

relative effaotivaneas mat ba tha raclprooal of tha relative maaa. 

Therefore, if Blua is outnumbered 3 to 1, each Blua mat ba three timea 

aa effective aa each Red.   Intuitively thie partioular repreaentation 

of attrition ia not unappealing. 

The extension of the Square Law to tha differential caae oegmtea 

some of that appeal.    In derivative form equatione (3) and (4) beoomei 

dB/dt . -KjBGCt) (6) 

dB/dt - -DjjHOCt)    (7) 

vAere G(t) is aoae function of tiae. Dividing equation (6) by (7) 

yieldst 

If equation (8) ia integrated 1 

*t2-Bo-WB?-Bo>    W 
On this basis Blue can achieve a proportionally equal exchange in the 

long run only if Eg/Ep ■ (HVB } . Now, if Blue ia outnuabered 3 to 1 

at the start, each Blua aust be nine times aa effective aa each Red to 

achieve parity. Aa a result even though Blue could gain a reaaonable 

exchange at a specific tine, the manner in which tha foroea decay 

negatea that effect. 

In CM the attrition equations are not direct applications of 

the Square Law, bat the oharaoteriatice are aimilar. After aoae 
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17 

DH/W - -H(1-«      R ) (10) 
C2R 

M/tot - -B(1-«**   fl ) (11) 

whara 01 and 02 arm combinaiionB of appropriate affaotivanaaa aad 

vulnarmbility paramatara.   To gain aoma inaight into thaaa «qoations 

aamna that at a apaoifie tiaa 01-02-1 aad Bin* la outnumbered 3 to 1. 

TO . -H(l-a"1/3) - -R(.281) (12) 

DB - -B(l-a"3)     - -B(.950) (13) 

WVm.itijjffÜ     -.887       (14) 
la this aoalar notion it would appaar that the axohaafa rat« would be 

■oat farorable to Blue, einee th* proportional exchange for equal 

affeotivenaaa la near one even though Blue la outnuabared 3 to 1* It 

la obvloua, howarar, tmm a oompariaon of the proportional loaaaa that 

daoay liadlataly favora Rad. ngura 3.4 ahowa a aaople foroe deoay 

ualag paranatar valuea that actually oorreapond to thoae uaad la CBI. 

Thla particular theory haa even leaa dapendanoe on foroe ratio at 

a apaelflo tiaa than the Lanoheatar Square Lawt bat there la a al^ilfl- 

oaat donlnanoe of maaa over tine. 

A poaaible alternative method for oaloulatlag attrition la tha 
4K    «ft 

applloatlon of tha (l+p)  law.   Thla law may be diaeuaeed by first 

returning to tha generallaed aoalar notion of attritiont 

m/Vi m -^V2    (15) 

M/Dt . -«grf11/2 (16) 

If H2aS2-B and m-BI-n-tp the equations boooaet 

mfa '-tj1*9* (17) 

M/Dt - -tjp**? (18) 
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Dividing «quation (17) by (l8) th« nvult iat 

1-5 (19) 

whioh la not cUp«nd«ni on tha v&lua of "n."   A tranafar to tha 

diffarantial oparaiora and subseqaant iatagration will yield a function 

with force aiaaa raised to tha (1+p) powar which aupporta tha 

nomenclature of tha (1+p)     law. 

To indicate tha affect of thia particular approach aaaume 

valuaa of p-1 and n»-»2*   Under thia ciroumetanoe aquation (19) haoomesi 

M^DB - ^| (20) 

whioh ia tha aana as tha scalar position aaaociated with tha Square Law. 

There iat howavar, a fundamental change In tha total influence of 

attrition.    By appropriate subatitutiona aquations (l?) and (18) are 

newt o 

H*2 

.8 
DB/Dt - -a-r- (22) 

Tha value of "n" has no influence on tha exchange rate (DR/lB), hut 

there ia a aigiifieant influence on tha magnitude of attrition. In 

eaaance, "n** ia oontrolling tha apaad of decay of Rod and Blue forces 

whioh would ha conaiderably slower for tha apaoifie valuaa of "p" and 

••n" ohoaan in this example. 

for BEAR tha attrition aohama with p-1 and n»-.2 was adopted 

thren^i a trial and error prooadura. Tha adoption of thia particular 

attrition theory for BEAR had acme diatinot advantages. The numer- 

ically inferior opponent is best aarvad by attempting to increase his 

per force wit effeotivoneaa to a level at least equivalent to hie 
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proportional mass inieriority« Masa is rewarded, but in a much «paadad 

tine frame. It could than b« argued that mass Is portraysd as Isee 

Bijpifioant to a ssrlss of hattlss, hut intuitivaly its prohabls impaot 

on the war is retained. 

The next problem was to examine this particular attrition theory 

in the contort of the barrier providing the function of a combat 

multiplier* Accepting the fact that the barrier is a combat multiplier, 

one mutt address the qusstioD, what does it multiply? There are three 

possible approachesi 

(1) The number of Blums that may effect attrition» 

(2) The effectiveneee of each Blue} 

(3) The number of Blues that may both attrit and be attrited. 

The third approach is to change the true force ratio by virtue of a 

combat multiplier. In an analytic sense that theory cannot be accepted« 

Given a combat multiplier of two, one weapon would equal two weapons 

with a combat multiplier of one. In the first case loss of one weapon 

would result in capability aero. In the second case the less of one 

weapon only halves the capability. Logically the two oonditione are 

not equivalent. Per this reason it was determined that the combat 

multiplier should not affect the true force ratio. Analysis of the 

other two approaches provided some interesting results. Figure 3*5 

shows force decays for a starting force ratio of 3i1 with no replace- 

ment using the attrition sequence in BEAR. The results indicate that 

the greater impact of the combat multiplier would be in altering the 

per unit effeotivenesa. 

If the Lanohester theory is examined this phenomenon is not 

true. Itaoalling the basic Lanohester attrition equations 1 
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rXODB 3.5 

FOBCB SCAT IN BEAU OTWO COMBAT MULTIPLIER 
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m/n m igB        (i) 

SB/Dt - IJJH (2) 

Thtt* «quAtioBs indioat« that attritloB in th« Lanoh«at«r thaoigr is 

ind«p«nd«tt ef th« «iM fore« btiaf attritad.    It would, thartfera, 

raak« no diffaranea wh«th«r tha ooabat mltipliar WM appliad u 

Ei ■ 1*3 x K. or B' - 1*3 x B*   AM proviaaaly diooasoad tho foroa decay 

uslnf th« Lanohoator Sqoaro Law will follow tho HM path for tho baso 

OMO (ourva I in Figur« 3.$) as in tho aathod oolootod for BEAR, only 

in using tho oquara law tho opaod of decoy will b« greater.   Using tho 

combat aultipliar in tha Lancheeter fomulation tho decay will follow 

curve II in Figaro 3*5 regardless of whether tho oasbat aultipliar is 

viewed as Bultiplying the effootiveness of each Blue or aultipljriac 

the nuaber of Bluaa effecting attrition.    The attrition aothod adopted 

for BEAR is a Laaohostor typo fonmlation of ooabat which dees not 

change the relationship of attrition and oonparativa affoctivtaaas at 

a specific point in tiao.   At the sane tiae a ooabat aultipliar effect 

can be appliad which will produce a siffiifioant iapaot on outooao with- 

out distorting tha foot that a 3tl force ratio aeans that one side 

has 300 tanke and the other 100. 

To this point in tho diaoaasion no effort has been directed to 

diatinguiahing between transition probabilities and holding 

probabilities.   The transition probability is aerely tho probability 

that Blue rataina a spooific engagement point at the current force 

ratio value developed from tha type function diaplayad in Figure 3.1. 

The holding probability ia tho probability that Blue retains a 

upecific engagement point given the probabilities that Blue atill 

ocoupiea ongageaaat points forward of that point.   Therefore, in e 
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problem with on« d«f«na« lin« the holding probability •quals th* 

tr;m«ition probability. The holding probability concept will be 

further detailed later in this chapter. 

Two major problems were encountered in adjuatlng the transition 

probability concept for BEAR* The first problem was determining an 

acceptable function to represent the relationship of transition 

probability to foroe ratio* In mass orisnted tools such as CEX a 

look-up table was provided whe^e the combination of force ratio and 

typ« engagement (attack of prepared position, meeting engagement, etc*) 

indloates a distance the RB& will move as a result of each 
10 

engagement. ' A relatively insignifiosnt difference la foroe between 

two opponents will cause the FEBA to advance in favor of the larger 

foroe* Intuitively this alteration in FEBA location has been associated 

with the oondition of "win-lose," The basic foundation for the 

orientation to mass in determining the "win-lose" outcome of combat is 

found in the Lanohester theory of combat, which postulates the constant 

effectiveness of individual combat elements as previously discussed. 

Figure 3*6 demonetratee how the Lanohester type theory would predict 

the eutocme of combat baaed on foroe ratios* The figure also indloates 

that the Lanohester type prediction appears unaatisfactory when compared 

with the actual outoomes of a eipxif loant number of historioal 

20 
battles*  The third ourve is a oomprcmlse position which was used as 

the base function to define the relationship of foroe ratio and 

transition prdbability in BEAR* The aspect of "win-lose" is directly 

transferable to the concept of a transition probability which defines 

the Blue foroe*■ capability to retain terrain—a "win" oondition* la 

terms of valves the oonpromise position retaina some aspect of the 
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importance of IBMB poBtuiated by Lanchotor and, at the name time, moven 

closer to the reality of the hintorioal data* 

The neoond major problem encountered in adjuating the transition 

probability concept waa the impact of terrain« Since VCATE5 wae 

dealgned for higher eohrlon coneideratione terrain waa not played* At 

dlviaion level, terrain becoraee very Important and the logical place 

for it to impact la the combat outooaw. In CKM the "win" condition 

la aaeooia'ad with RBA movement, and the barrier impacts by delaying. 

In am attack against haaty defenses with a 3i1 ratio the FEBA movement 

rates would be 3.1» 2*7 «ad 1.1 kllometors per hour for terrain A, B, 

and C respectively« A two hour delay would "buy1* the defenders .5?, 

.45t cad «18 kilcaeters less advance by the attackers« If those values 

are normalited baaed on type C terrain the resulting values would b* 

2*8, 2.5 snd 1« Thus it would appear that the barrier has considerably 

graater value in A terrain. The historical research supporting this 

thesis indicated that the barrier tends to have the same value, 

whatever that may be, regardless of where you pat it« In this example 

the daisy is two hours* If the defender can aoooaplish a useful pur- 

pose with two additional hours than that value accrues to him 

Independent of the terrain* One logical argument is that terrain 

determines the coat of achieving the barrier function* In A terrain 

the coat will be considerably higher because there la little 

obstruotion to the nobility of vehicles} hence more artificial 

obetaoles are required. In C terrain less effort will be required to 

achieve the sane purpoae* The barrier la then more valuable to the 

oo—anil er in C terrain beosuse it costs leas to achieve the effect* 

The objective then is to seek a representation of terrain which 
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r«fl«oti th« value of twrain in th« fuitral ooabat outooa« «ad j^amiti 

reppeaeating th« bazTlar in iarai of th« ooit of «ohlaviac that 

influmoa« 

Th« t«ohniqu« •«l«ot«d for BAH li «hotm in Vicar* 3.7» 

T«rraln la oat«forii«d in thra« elaasaa «iailar to tha olaaaifioation 

uaad in COI whioh waa diaeuaaad in Ch^tar I* Xaay tarrain ia 

ropraaaatad hy tha baaio funotion davalopad from a oonproaiaa of tha 

Lanohaatar pradioticaa and hiatorieal data* Tha rapraaantatioaa for 

th« oth«r olaaaas of tarrain (aodarata and difficult) can ha aupportod 

only by tha jad^Mnt of tha analyat haaad on tha gaoaral inaifbta 

dev«lop«d fpoo th« historical raaaaroh whioh «apportad Chaptar II. 

Intuit ivaly, tha ianadiata hgrpothaaia for adoption would ba that if 

tarrain i« aora difficult tha attacking fore« nut ba largar to aobiara 

th« aana lev«l of aoooaaa* Tha ourvaa in rigara 3*7 raflaot that 

rathar appaaling notion in part, but oonaidor t«rrain in a broadar 

«anaa. Th« advantaga of tha prapondarant forea in «asy tarrain feca 

bayond tha «iapla application of naaa. Nhara a«n«uv«r ia pamiaaiw« 

th« largar foroa oan fix al«aant« of tha «aallar foroa and ua« tha 

additional foroaa to aohiav« a da fander los« by aanauvaring. Aa tha 

terrain incroaaa« in difficulty tha advantage of aaneuver daereaaaa 

and tha force superiority baooaaa acre proainaat for engageaant 

purpoaee. In SAB, therefor«, tha closer the relative foroa aisea 

move to parity the greater tha advantage of tarrain to tha defender» 

AB tha attacker inoreaaa« in relativ« aiae the advantage of tarrain 

for the defender decreases until at aoaa point tha force level 

completely dcain^tes. The fact that 6:1 waa ohoaan for thia partis 

ular analysis ic dafeaaibla only in tha aeaae that no batter value waa 
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available.    Obviously, in •«ploying this taelmiqiM ov«r tin« nuny fore« 

ratio to transition probability distributions oould b« studiad. 

This taohniqus for rtpgraamtiac tarrain has tba iapaot of 

making tha attaoksr's Job aora difficult as ths msnsuvar diffloulty 

inoraasss.    Within ths modal tha barrier impacts by altering attrition! 

and attrition is independent of terrain.    The level of attrition does, 

however, influence the "win" condition indirectly.    If Rad attrition 

is greater when the barrier is employed, the next engagement will occur 

at a force ratio more favorable to Blue.    As seen in Figure 3*7 tha 

slope of the curve, which rapraseats the relationship of force ratio 

to trsnsition probefellity, increases as the terrain becomee more 

difficult*    *a t »wait redmoing the Red superiority in t?pa C terrain 

will rasaat in a ^paster laeraaaa in transition probability than an 

equivalent rodootiem la type A tarrain«   The oomparativa slcpee can 

then be viewed aa a compariaon of tha relative value of placing tha 

barrier in a glvsm type tarrain.   That relationship normalised on 

type C terrain is .613,  «7971  and 1.0 for terrain types A, B, and 

C respectively.   A unit force ratio reduction in type A terrain will 

be worth about 6l percent of a similar reduction in C terrain.    With 

this method placing a barrier in C terrain which will logically cost 

less is made more attractive by a representative influence on the 

combat outcone. 

An additional requirement to enable computation of force ratio 

and attrition was to determine valtes for relative weapon effectiveness 

(£   and HL, in the attrition equatione) and relative weight of the 

various types of firepower.    Relative weapon effectiveness is normally 

represented by one of two alternative methods.    The first method la to 
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utilize a firepower potential or Boor« to rapreaant a particular 

weapon. This alternative provides a oingl« value for each weapon the 

magnitude of which implieii its relative effeotivenesn o^ainet the score 

of the opponent*■ weapons. The obvious disadvantage of such a systan 

is the inability to control the resolution of certain firap-target 

relationships. As an example, the tank sad artillery piece would have 

relatively high firepower scores. Tat, the tank seldom, if ever, 

engages artillery and artillery 1« relatively ineffective against tanks. 

The saoond alternative is to input effectiveness matrioas which provide 

an index for each firer-target relationship. This method was adopted 

for engagement sequences in BEAR with the values which ware used shown 

21 
In tables below.  The values ware taken from a paper entitled "A 

Theory of Ideal Linear Weights for Hetaroganaous Combat Forces," by 

David R. Howes and Robert N. Thrall. The purpose of the paper was to 

dlsouss the method sad its impact. The effectiveness values ware not 

defended as being valid in that paper, aor will they be dafaadad hare. 

It is sufficient to indioate that they are based on a detailed oombat 

simulation and are represaatativa of. the type input that would be used 

in olaasified analyses. The actual values shoim la the tables must be 

adjuatad (z 10~ ) for use in the BEAR attrition equations. 

TABU 3.5 

M BW1CTIVMBS Fx IP"1! 
Blue Firepower type« (Pirer) 

I               II               III             IT T 

X      .0034      «6465        «1170 0 10.8950 
Firapowar        II      .0145     1*1165         .0556 1*9150 .0588 
TypM          in     .0026    1.5000       .0940 2.8300 .0610 
(Target)    IT  .0004   .0369   .0045   .i860 .1380 

TOO       0      .0970 *1193 
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TABUE 3.6 

m BTKTIYPB8 If 10"11 
Rad ytrcpewar Typ«« (Piwr) 

I II 111 IT V 
Blue                   1       .0145 .2750 .0510 0 13.5800 
Firvpomr         II       .0115 .3470 .0319 .5070 .0860 
Typ««               III       .0012 .3410 .0326 .1370 .1160 
(Targ«t)           IT       .0004 «0378 .0012 .0137 .0785 

TO .0129 .0024 0 .0690 

Th« r«l*tiv« Might« of th« various typ«« of finpoNor ar« 

required to properly defin« the oontribution of weapon typ«« to the 

foroe ratio.    Since BEAR repvaaenta firepower type« by wsapea oount, 

a traneforroatlon i« repaired to maintain the tru« p«r«peetiva of on« 

rifleman veraua one tank.   The weight« ware alao adapted from the Howe« 
22 and Thrall paper and are diaplayed in the table below.       These weight« 

are appropriate because they «re derived from the output whioh deter- 

mined the effeotiveae«« indiees.   The weigh! a for Blue and Red nay 

differ for a given firepower type based on different weapon 

oharaoteristioa or deployaent dootrine. 

TABLB 3.7 

I (Light Weapon«) 

II (Tanks) 
Firepower 
Types       III (Light Armor) 

IT (Anti Tank) 

V (Artillery and Mortars) 

Blue 
WeiAt 

Red 
Weicht 

.00082 .00052 

.40000 .33515 

.00443 .00198 

.42710 .48015 

.16765 .18221 

HEAR poaaesse« the oapability for two output ««quenoes.    In 
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both Inatano«! the program la daal0»»d to aalact vsrloua caaaa 

daelgnatad by resource levels. The ftrat routine exomineo eaoh of the 

dally output reports which were stored during execution of the 

algorithm. The objective function values on the final day of battle at 

the mazimum resource level for eaoh of the selected oaaea is returned 

to the program. The Blue deciaione for that reaouroe level for every 

day of battle ere also returned to the program* The output sequence 

than diaplays, for eaoh CM* the final functional value, the selected 

decision by period, the total number of times eaoh deolaion warn 

selected, and the alaok resouroes available at the termination of the 

battle. 

The second output sequence takes the decisioo list produced in 

the first sequence for eaoh resource level and deterainistioally 

reconstructs all periods of the battle restricting the Blue ooamander . 

to that particular reaouroe level» The outputs «re by period values 

of the ftmotional, holding probabilities by line, and Bad and Blue 

strengths by firepower type. The program coding and a sample output 

are included as Appendix A to this thesis• 

The scope of the medal may be briefly oummariaed by sketching 

the relationship of the Blue co—snder's deoioion apace and the 

objective function used to select the best decision. After the Red 

foree level in eaoh sector is determined, the Blue force level is 

determined based en deletions or additions of forces that the current 

decision requirea. The algorithm then computes the attrition for Red 

and Blue and caloulatea the force ratio (QUOT) for eaoh sector and 

defence line using the surviving forces. Using these force r«tios a 

transition probability (T) is calculated for eaoh defense line in eaoh 
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Doctor (aee Figur« 3*7 )•   The holding probability (OnwJ for tho 

first defena« lino in a eeotor in calculated by Multiplying tho 

transition probability by th« valu« of th« holding probability (QOLD.) 

in the last period, 

qmi} - T1 x Q0LD1 

This basic proosdur« applies to the other defense line« with 

one exception.    The holding probability for subsequent defense lines 

must account for the possibility that Blue hold« forward of that line. 

The oonputation of the holding probability for Defense Line 2 would bei 

qjnWg - [(i. - T^ x qou),] ♦ [T2 X qDLD2] 

The calculation (l. - T.) is the probability that Defense Lin« 1 i« 

lost in this period«    The probability that the battle aoves firosi 

Defense Line 1 to Defense Line 2 in thie period i« the product of 

losing Defense Line 1 in this period and the probability that Def«n«e 

Line 1 was held at the beginning of this period*    The holding 

probability for Defense Line 2 is then the BUB of the probability of 

the battle getting to Defense Line 2 and the probability that it can 

be held  (T., i Q0LD2) if the battle is there.    Similarly the holding 

probability for Defense Line 3 would bet 

QNBW3 - [(1. - T2) x Q0LD2] + [Tj x QOLD^ 

After the holding probability is oaloulated for each defense 

line a test value for the functional is oaloulated for each sector. 

The test value is the eum of the defense line holding probabilities 

multiplied by the defense line weighting factor (DIST). 

^sector - Bfii x M3Ti 

The minimum sector TEST value is chosen as the measure of performance 

for this partioular Blue decision.    Thie minimum TEST value is then 
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compared to th« functional value (p) for the last ■elected deoieion. 

If the value of TEST is larger than the functional value (TEST P), the 

decision currently being considered is better than the previously 

selected decision because the sum of the holding probabilities is 

greater.    Blue is, therefore, more likely to hold in the weakest 

sector*    la this oase the current Blue decision is saved and P is set 

equal to TEST.   Hie algorithn then considers the next Blue decision. 

After all Blue iMisianflhm been considered the value of the 

functional represents the naxiaum probability of holding in the 

weakest sector considering the priorities assiffied to the various 

defense lines.   The deoieion which determined this outcome is saved 

for later reference« 

The model eaa obviously be subjected to the question of 

validity»    There are several impediments to answering that question in 

the affirmative.    In general the technique deviates tram the accepted 

methods for wargsaiag division level or higher conflict.   Thus there is 

no way to compare the output results to establish similarity. 

Specifically most of the ooaponent aspects of the gerne start with 

concepts which have been widely aooepted in the CMilag community,   nie 

rationale for modifying these oonoepts haa been detailed in this 

chapter»   This chapter also establishes the faot that some numerical 

data used in the model cannot be validated»   UM data were selected, 

however, to be representative in both aa^titude sad form to data 

actually used in existing combat simulations.   The important aspect of 

validity is the intended use of the modal»   The intent is to study and 

analyse a rang« of phanomena; not establish a quantitative value which 

eaa be defended in support of a «pacific fores structure decision»   On 



that basis this ohaptsr should provide suffloisnt «uppertiBf lofio 

to validate the model as a useftl tool for Its intended purpose« 
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CHAPWR IV 

RESULTS 

The Barriar Effeotivaneet Analysia Raviaion (BEAK) prototype 

nodal raqulraa batwean 800 and 360 aaoonda of central prooasaing time 

to conduct 13 daya of battle with a —i— of 16 raaouroe levels. AB 

daya of battle and raaouroe levela Inoraaaa, run tine la not additive, 

A central prooeaaing tine of 2400 aeocoda la inaufflciant to conduct a 

30 day battle with 31 raaouroe level*. Under those exroumatanoas, it 

was datemlned that ut ill rat ion of the modal to support this theeia 

would be baeed on a selection of a 13 day battle with 16 resource 

levels. That decision permits exaniration of a multiple number of 

oases without being subject to lengthy computer program turn around 

time. The multiplicity of cases was produced by alterations in five 

baslo parameter oategories: 

A. Replacement Rates 
B. Weight of Defense Linaa 
C. Data Inputs—?orce Levels «id Terrain 
D. Speed of Eiacting Barrier 
S. Slse of Alternative Blue Reinforoement—Tank 

Companies and Artillery 

Despite the selection of an attrition routine desired to slow 

the speed of force decay, the model Is sensitive to replacement rates. 

This phenomenon is eompounded by the preponderance of contribution of 

tank and anti-tank weapons to the weighted force ratio. These two 

weapon typos account for 81.5 percent of the total Red contribution and 

82.7 percent of the total Blue contribution. At the same time the 
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actual number of suoh weapons will be comparatively low. la euch a 

case proportional looees are higher. The three optione which were 

ohoBen for replacement rate (A) are shown In Table 4*1. The model has 

the capability to accept different replacement rates for Red and Blue, 

but that capability was not ezeroieed in any of the cases that will be 

included in subsequent discussion» The terms high, mid, and low which 

have been applied to the different rates are expressive only of their 

relative relationships* Such rates were not compared to any existing 

standard. 

TABLE 4.1 

A.   REPLAcacorr BATES (PER DAY) 

Firepower Types 

i      n     in     iv    v 
Option 1 - High 50. 5. 10. 10. 5. 
Option 2 - Mid 25. 2. 4. 4. 1. 
Option 3 - Low 10. 2. 2. 2. 0.5 

The selected options for the second category of parameters, 

defense line weights (B) ore displayed in Table 4.2.    The values shown 

in the Table are those aesi^ied to the DIST matrix which provides a 

weighting to the holding probabilities in the objective function 
HLiass 

F c  £       Q(Seotor,i) x DIST (i).    The ma^iitude of the values chosen 

ho» no particular significance other than providing a general rank 

ordering of defense lines.    Option 1 provides values front to rear 

weighting the lines to indicate that it is most desirable to hold as 

far forward as possible.    The third option is a complete reversal of 

outlook implying that it is most important to hold the final defense 

line.    Option 2 desoribee the indifference position by equally 

wei^vting all six defense lines. 
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TABLE 4>2 

B.    DETONSE LIVE WEJOHTS 
(DI8T) 

Defenoe Lines 

I       i       i        i       2       i 
Option 1   1.0    .95   .90   .85   .80   .75 
Option 2   1,0    1.0    1.0    1.0    1.0    1.0 
Option 3   .75   .80   .85   ,90   .95   1.0 

The data inputa to the model provide the third oate^ory (c) 

of parameter. The force levels, sector asai^iment and terrain valuea 

are determined from the input file. The baaio scenario selected for 

this thesis was a standard U.S. Armor Division versus an agressor 

Combined Arms Amy (CAA). nie CAA is composed of two motorisad rifle 

divisions, one tank division, an anti-tank regiment and a mixed artil- 

lery brigade. The basic disposition for this scenario is shown in 

Figure 4*1. Initially the two sectors are balanced with each Blue 

brigade facing a motoriied rifle division reinforced with additional 

artillery and anti-tank weapons. The Red decision process is 

constructed such that even though the tank division is designated 

as a reserve, elements can be Immediately employed. This sosnario 

with defense lines (one through six) designated as A, B, C, A, B, C 

terrain respectively constitutes the first data option. The second 

option alters the sosnario by deleting the tank division. It Is 

assumed for this scenario that the tank division will be committed 

after DfIS The defender has a smaller reserve and weights his 

defense to Sector 2. Initial force dispositions are as shown in 

Figure 4*2. The terrain assignments for this option are the same as 

for Option 1. The other two data options use the baaio scenario from 
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Option 1 and alter the terrain aaelgnfflent.    Option 3 uoes all A type 

terrain and Option 4 all C type terrain.    The fifth option WOB actually 

provided by an internal program adjustment which prevented commitment 

of the tank livieion until DfS.    These options are sumnarlsed in 

Table 4*3« 

Option 1 

Option 2 

Option 3 

Option 4 

Option 5 

TABLE 4.3 

C.    DATA INPUTS 

FQBCES 

SE2 BLUl 

CAA ARMOR DIV 
(1) Balanced Initial      (l) Balanced 

DisposltionB 
(2) Tank Division 

Reserve 

Defense 
(2) 2 Armor Bn, 

1 Meoh Bn 
Reserve 

CAA 
(1) Minus Tank 

Division 

ARMOR DIV 
(l) Defense 

Weighted to 
Sector 2 

(2) 2 Med. Tank Regt,    (2) 1 Amor Bn, 
1 Mtred Regt 
Reserve 

CAA 
(Same as Option l) 

CAA 
(Same as Option 1) 

CAA 

1 Meoh Bn 
Reserve 

ARMOR DIV 

ARMOR DIV 

ARMOR DIV 
(Same as Option 1, except Tank 
Division held until D+6) 

TSSSt^. 

A,B,C,A,B,C 

A,B,C,A,B,C 

A,A,A,A,A,A 

C,C,C,C,C,C 

A,B,C,A|B,C 

The fourth category of parameter (D) was the speed at which 

the barrier function could be added to a given defense line.    BEAR was 

dccirned arbitrarily such that «03 of an increment could be added to 

the combat multiplier (initial value is 1«) in one sector when the 

barrier was employed.    The maximum combat multiplier for the barrier 
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was unuMd to be 1.3» Thus it would require six days to complete the 

barrier for one defense line in one a*otora This deai^i routine was 

considered Option 1 for the barrier function. The second option was 

based on increasing the daily increment to .13« This change permitted 

the completion of the barrier on one defense line in two days inntead 

of six. These were the only two options played in the selected cases. 

The magnitude of firepower which could be purchased as an alternative 

to the barrier function was the fifth parameter category (E). The 

selected option« are shown in Table 4*4* These particular options were 

chosen in an attempt to provide successively more attractive 

alternatives to the barrier function. 

TABU 4.4 

ALTERNATIVES TO BARRIER 

Option 1 1 Tank Company     or 1 Artillery Battery 
Option 2 2 Tank Companies or 2 Artillery Batteries 
Option 3 3 Tank Companies or 3 Artillery Batteries 

/ 
J 

Thirteen oases have been selected for discussion.   Tlw particular 

options selected for each case are displayed in Table 4.5.    Pour 

resource levels (0,4,8,12) have been selected for discussion for each 

of the individual cases.   The Blue decisions selected for each case at 

each resource level are displayed in Tables 4.6 to 4.9.    Table 4.6 

also shows the IM-15 functional value.   A major shortcoming of the 

tables is the timing of a particular decision.   As appropriate, this 

information will be provided in the discussion. 

The first three cases orient on the high replacement rate 

option.   Cases I and II both us« the front to rear decreasing weight 

for the defense lines, and Case III weights all defense lines as 1. 
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All thvt  oasai us« th« norwal barrier function and tha laaat attractive 

resource ooat alternative« to tha barrier. Tha values of the functional 

indicate that the ««leot«d replacement rate is highly favorable to Blue. 

The funotional value for Case II i« higher than Case T becaune Cose II 

uses the aoenario which doe« not employ th« aggrassor tank division* 

Both oases generate sijpifloant slack renouroec because the replacement 

rate is so favorable to Blue that the additional combat power does not 

provide an attractive alternative* Slack reaources are not generated 

in Caaa III* The equal weighting of all defense line« indicates 

greater advantage oan be gained from additional resourcaa* 

The scenario In Case I begins with a balanced defense* Red 

immediately commits one-half of the tank division to Sector 1* With 

no resources Blue commit« half his reserve to Sector 1 (Decision 3} on 

the first day and transfers elements from Seotor 1 to Sector 2 (Deci- 

sion 1) on the second day* No action Is taken until force is added to 

the reserve from Seotor 2 (Decision 6) on the fifteenth day* At 

reaouroe level 4 the barrier function Is added to Sector 2 (Decision 13) 

on the first and fourteenth day and the reaerve is supplemented from 

Seotor 1 (Decision 3) on the fifteenth day* Equal functional« and 

equal slack are generated at resource levels 8 and 12 by purchasing a 

tank company for Seotor 1 (Decision 10) on the first day, and recon- 

stituting the reserve from Seotor 1 (Decision 3) on the fifteenth day* 

The barrier function (Decision 13) is employed from D+11 to Df14 in 

the latter case* 

Oase II la similar to Case I exoept the aggressor force Is 

smaller. At all resource levels one-half the reserve is committed to 

Sector 1 (Decision 3) on the first day* The reserve is reconstituted 

—^"i "" '"'''•i """"i'f '"■• '-•>-'"■   — — ,-..^.-.. .■„-,_,_. .,_,— ...... 
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earlier (D+7 or I>f8) than in Case I. At reeouroe level 12 the barrier 

function (Decision 13) is used to boletor Sector 2 In the period m-12 

to D+15. In Case III with all defenoe line« equally weighted the 

battle shifts to Sector 2 early. At the lower resource levels the 

reserve is committed to Sector ? (Decision 4) on the second day. After 

the initial conmitmeni of additional combat power, the barrier function 

is selected 75 percent of the time interspersed with buys of additional 

tank companies and .artillery. 

For Cases IV through XIII the mid and low replacement rates 

force the functional value to zero. Blue cannot win. In these oases 

it was a general rule that the eolection of Option 1 for the defense 

line wei^vting function (front to rear decreasing weights) forced an 

early commitment of the reserve to Sector 1 (Decision 3) and subsequent 

lateral transfer of forces to Sector 2 (Decision l) at the lower re- 

source levels. In contrast, Option 2 for defense line weighting 

(equal weights) tended to force Blue to develop the situation in early 

periods and commit the reserve to Sector 2 (Decision 4) after Dt5. Th« 

blatant exception to this rule was Case Xll which was one of two cases 

which used the low replacement rate. In this case elements of the 

reserve were committed to both sectors and additional lateral transfers 

of forces from Sector 1 to Sector 2 were required to overcome the rapid 

foroe deterioration. In all cases at some resource level the reserve 

was reconstituted. Of particular note was Case XI which used the 

defense line weighting function which increased moving front to rear. 

In early time periods the reserve was strengthened, a logical decision 

since the most weight is thrown to rearmost defense lines. 

All of Cases IV to XIII utilized the barrier function 

i 
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completely at resource level 4 mostly in  the period D+12 to D+1% Thin 

phenomenon is not Burprlelng oonaldering the conotruction of the 

algorithm. At limited resource levels the combat multiplier would be 

of most value in the later time perioda when the force decoy has 

stabilized. This process can be compared to the realistic expectation 

of preparing subsequent positions, suoh that oc a force withdraws it 

can occupy stronger positions. 

At resource level 8 Cases VI and X show choices of resource 

cost alternatives to the barrier (Table 4*8) without slack resources. 

Case VI offers the alternatives of two tank companies or two artillery 

batteries so the alternative choice is not surprising. Case X includes 

the option for multiplying the speed of Inputting the barrier function 

by three. It is logical to anticipate more freedom to choose 

alternative decisions in that case. 

The special scenario, Case XIII, where the tank division was 

held to IHd, can be compared to Case IV for other equivalent options. 

The resource expenditure was equivalent in both cases. In Case XIII, 

however, the early decisions to oonrait the reserves and laterally 

transfer forces are not taken. In this case the Blue eomander has 

the tendency to take no action (Decision 7) and let the situation 

develop. 

At resource level 12 many cases reflect an economy of force 

action. The barrier function is employed in the first period and the 

reserve is strengthened in the second. In all cases the tendency to 

use the barrier function in earlier periods increased as the resource 

level increased. The general process of the algorithm ie to push 

those decisions which cost from  m-15 to Dfl. 
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Sununary data is provided In Table 4.11'. AB reeouroes increaoe 

there is a decrease in the percentage of no-action decioionet There ic 

also a decrease in the proportion of no cost decisions. Both of these 

trends should be anticipated. Of those decisions which incur a resource 

coat the barrier function was chosen approximately 93 percent of the 

time. 

At this point it is helpful to examine a specific case in some 

detail in an attempt to clarify the relationship of the output to the 

construction of the algorithm. Case IV was selected for this 

disousaion. This case used the mid replacement rate and defense lines 

weighted front to rear (see Table 4«5)« The resulting decision 

sequences for this case are displayed in Table 4*11* For the first 

three resource levels the reserve is committed to Sector 1 on the 

first day. ForceB are transferred from Sector 1 to Sector 2 on the 

second day and that process is reversed on the fourth day. Part of 

the committed forces in Sector 2 are returned to the reserve on the 

sixth day. The battle then stabilizes until the termination of the 

conflict. The time sequence of the force ratio (Red to Blue) for each 

sector at resource level zero is shown in Figure 4*3. There is no 

difference in the Sector 1 results for resource levels 4 and 8, and 

a slight difference in the Sector 2 results. By employing the barrier 

in Sector 2 the rate of decrease of the force ratio is greater once the 

steady state condition is achieved. The IH15 force ratio values are 

3.17» 3.10! and 3.14 far  resource levels 0, 4, and 8 respectively. 

P'lttire 4.4 shows the force ratio trends for resource level 12. In this 

case the barrier function is employed in the first period; the battle 

quickly stabilizes, and the trend favoring Blue continues until the 
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TABLE 4.11 

DECISION SEQUENCE IN CASE IV 

0 

Resource Level 

PAY 4    8 12 
1 3 3     3 13 

2 1 1     1 6 

j 7 7     7 7 

4 2 2      2 7 

5 7 7     7 7 

6 6 6     6 7 

7 7 7     7 13 

8 7 7     13 13 

9 7 7     13 13 

10 7 7     13 13 

ii 7 7     13 13 

12 7 13     13 13 

13 7 13     13 13 

14 7 13     13 13 

15 7 13     13 13 
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battle 1B terminated.    At all resource levels Blue obviously •mploys 

economy of force by using less forces In the Sector with the barrier. 

One of the apparent anomalies in the model is the fact that the 

barrier function is chosen but the functional value ic not ni^iificantly 

influenced.    This phenomenon is a desiffi shortfall  in the model,    './hen 

the technique was diBounsed in Chapter III the point was made that 

there was only a limited capability to look back at previous decisions 

as the resource levels increase.    At the lower resource levels Blue is 

unable to influence the earliest periods.   The barrier function wan 

designed to force the barrier to be input front to rear.    As a result 

by the tine the incentive for using the barrier is realized the holding 

probability for the first defense line has become zero.    The barrier 

then has a sipuficant influence on attrition with only a limited 

influence on the objective function. 

There are two alternatives for correcting this deficiency«    The 

first alternative is to consider the barrier function by defense line 

as an additional decision«    This alternative would increase the 

decision list ffom 13 to 23 with a resulting ai^iifleant increase in 

computer run time«    The other alternative it to simplify the current 

program by considering the barrier function to be equally distributed 

over all defense lines« 

Some criticism might be directed to the alternatives to the 

barrier function.   Table 4*12 portrays the comparison of adding a tank 

company to the weighted firepower in one sector on three successive 

days with the increase in the barrier function on three suooessive days« 

Zero attrition was assumed for this example«   The range of values 

indicate that the alternatives to the barrier function are reasonable 
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from a firepower standpoint. 

TABLE 4.12 

COMPARISON OP TANK COHPANT ALTERNATIVE 
WITH BARRIER FUNCTION 

DAY 
ADDED TANK WEIGHTED 

PIRSPOWER 

9S27 

BARiHER 
MULTIPLIER 

WEIGHTED 
FIREPOWER 

D 0 1.00 95.27 

B+l 1 102,18 1.05 100.03 

D+2 2 109.08 1.10 104.80 

l>f3 3 115.98 1.15 109.56 

Chapter II ooncluded by etatlng that available hietorical data 

indicated that the influence of the barrier was to aid in economy of 

force, breaking and maintaining oombat, permitting the defender to 

prepare aubeequent positions, oonstrioting combat service support and 

developing intelligence. The only one of these functions explicitly 

diecussed in this general presentation of remits was economy of force. 

The reeultB have also provided indications that some of the other 

functions may be studied in some detail by employing this technique. 

The alteration of the barrier funotion to enable considering each 

defense line as an independent action should permit freedom to prepare 

subsequent positionB. The aspect of breaking and maintaining contact 

ID implici'-. in the holding probability oonoept. This factor can be 

controlled by the weighting aaeigned to the separate defense lines. 

AB the Blue force is foroed to hold forward, it is advantageous to 

maintriin contact. As the weights are reversed, it la advantageous to 

reduce aontact. The model contains no projected capability to relate 

to constricting combat service support. Although this funotion should 

not be dismissed summarily, there does not appear to be a feasible way 
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to repreaant it in a uaaful fashion.    The model does not presently in- 

clude the capability to etudy the aspect of developing intelligence. 

As currently structured each side has sifpuficant intelligence on 

committed forces.    Blue does have an advantage in that he chooses his 

decision after Red so Red'e basis for action is actually one period 

behind.    If other problems can be sucoessfuily resolved» the addition 

of a useful intelligence routine should not be difficult. 



CHAPTS» V 

CONCLUSIONS,  SUnURY AND RBCONNOTCATiaNS 

The initial major conclueion indicated by this roaearoh effort 

is the inadvisability of attempting to represent the value of the 

artificial obstacle system in combat by explicit delay*    Additional 

time is of no value to the commander unless he is free to exercise his 

resources to accrue some advantage within that time«    There are 

indications both in current analyses and existing historical summaries 

that the combat multiplier effect,  independent of delay time, which 

can be realized from the employment of artificial obstacles Is 

si&iifleant.    That fact, however,  Is of little value to the force 

structure decision process until some analytic basis Is created which 

will permit a comparison of resource costs for alternatives to 

achieving that function.    The historical research also provided 

considerable insight into the possible effects of the artificial 

obstacle system beyond multiplying firepower.   Those effects Included 

aiding in economy of force, breaking and maintaining contact, preparing 

oubsequent positions,  and developing intelligence. 

The hypothesis for this research effort, as amended in 

Chapter II, stated:    It is feasible to estimate the value of a barrier 

at  engagement  levels appropriate to theater modeling UBing simulation 

modeling techniques.    The literature search provided some definition 

to the barrier contribution::  in a qualitative sense.    These contribu- 

tions were summarized in the requirement to represent freedom of action. 

111 
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That reprencntation was defined as the simulation of the comnander'B 

decieion procees in a manner which permitted a dynamic control of 

resourcea.    The creation of that  environment required a modeling 

technique diesimilar to those currently used in production modes to 

support force structure analyais* 

The tecnhique selected tc support this thesis was c computer 

simulation war game developed on an experimental basis at the Research 

Analysis Corporation«    The war game uses a basic dynamio programming 

algorithm to represent defensive combat in an environment where the 

defender is permitted to select courses of action from an admissable 

decision list in an attempt to maximise his PEBA position.    This 

technique was adapted in a prototype model called the Barrier 

Effectiveness Analysis Revision (BEAR) for the purpose of studying the 

barrier contribution to combat. 

Results produced by constructing and operating the first 

generation BEAR do indicate the capability to produce sufficient 

freedom of action.    That characteristic provides a basis for studying 

the qualitative aspects of the barrier contribution to foroa 

performance in addition to the firepower multiplier capability.    The 

tern "first generation'* has been applied to BEAR because the results 

also indicate some si^iificant shortfalls in the model. 

As currently structured the model quickly produces a steady 

state condition.   There are several factors which appear to contribute 

to that outcome.   One major aspaot that must be considered in discussing 

theee factors is the nature of the basic dynamic programming algorithm. 

The algorithm seeks a local optimum.    In the ease of this particular 

modal that optimum is selected at the intaraaotion of a time period and 
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reoouroe lavel.    Although there 1c aom« oapahlllty to look baok «ad 

alter a previous decieion, that capability ia limited.    Thus at a 

particular time the available deoieions must provide a eipiifioant 

impact under the existing ocoditiono to produce a radical change In 

output. 

A major contributor to the steady state environment is the 

limited Red strategy.    Although Red begins with a large reserve, that 

reserve is quickly ocanitted.    The force thresholds which control 

subsequent Red moveroents are so great that lad is unable to talc« a 

cigaifioantly altered action after the third day.    Facing this steady 

state opponent, it is logical for Blue to also achieve a steady state 

condition as long as the selected decisions do improve his posture in 

each time period. 

Another restrictive factor in this particular analysis was the 

selection of time period.    The decision space was chosen to correspond 

to those actions which might logically occur in one day.    An expanded 

time period would foster decisions that would have a greater impact 

on outcome.    In the case which permitted the barrier to be input at 

three times the original rate, the Blue commander was able to expand 

the scope of actions which he could select to impact on the outcome. 

This result demonstrated the necesaity to review the ecope of the 

decision space. 

The weakneases in the representation of the barrier function 

were disoussed at some length in Chapter IV.   With the oompressad time 

frame and the speed at which the barrier can be constructed, the 

possible impact is not accurately represented when the Blue commander 

is restricted to a policy of completing the harrier from front to rear. 
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Thla ohortfall did not, hov»v«r, rMirlot th* 'barrier function from 

b«ing an attractive altamatlv* within the available deoiaion apace* 

The honpotheaia Btreaeed feaaibility.    The resultn from the 

firat generation BEAH do support feaaibility.    The model ie not yet 

capable of providing a practical result.    The retmlto do support a 

recommendation for developing a second generation BEAR capable of 

studying th« harrier function in greater depth«   Recoomended alterations 

to the mod«l are a «ore flexible representation of Red strategy, an 

extended time frame with appropriately altered deoiaions, and an 

improved repreeentation of the harrier function. 

The particular technique adapted to produce the BEAR model 

demonstrates characteristics which may he useful in other force 

structuring analyses*   The decision space concept provides the 

opportunity to examine any number of alternative firepower oriented 

concepts.    A unique analytic flexibility is also provided by the 

geometric representation of the battlefield using sector widths and 

defense lines.    Rather than being tied to sector widths of specific 

distances, the analyst can oxanine several distinct conceptual combat 

envirorunente by controlling the wits input to a given sector.   Per 

example, assume the choice of three sectors which might correspond to 

Hue's anticipated use of three reinforced brigades*   The concept of a 

concentrated attack on a narrow front might be examined by inputting 

two Red divisions in one sector and a reinforced regiment in each of the 

other two.    Another possible environment that might be examined using 

three sectors is an open flank*   Blue forces might be input with only a 

screening type force in one sector*    To be useful these scenarios must 

include selected terrain values and decision spaces that would provide 
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for logical alternative oourses of action. 

This thesis has provided definite indioatlons that the 

experimental technique of wer gaming baaed on the dynamlo programing 

algorithm developed at the Research Analysis Corporation oaa he applied 

to existing force structuring problems.    Consideration must be given 

to computer storage and run time.    The comparative complexity of other 

war games, however, supports a recommendation for continuing the 

development of this technique.    The barrier problem is not yet solved. 

This research effort does provide a starting point for that solution» 
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THE TWO SETS OF COMPUTER CODING AND OUTPUT  IN ORIGINAL THESIS ONLY. 
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This appendix inoludee two aeta of computer coding and output« 

The firot set provides a sample program listing nnd output for the 

Barrier Sffectiveness Analysia Revision (BEAR) modal aa it was 

structured to produce the various oases which were disouaaed in 

Chapter IV. Subsequent evaluation of the model indicated that a 

coding error had existed in the dynamic programming sequence 

(Subroutine DP). That error is shown at Line Number $850,    The 

primary effect of the error was to base all decisions after the first 

period on only one firepower type for Red—artillery, nie barrier 

function was then competing with other resource cost alternatives 

which did not actually impact on the objective function. The 

subsequent results from that output cannot be considered valid. The 

value of the information in Chapter IV must, therefore, be restricted 

to a demonstration of a method for structuring an analysis using this 

modeling technique. That structure includes the identification of key 

input variables and some of the possible methods for considering the 

output data. 

The correction of the coding error in the original model 

exposed faulty logic constructions in the methods used to control the 

Blue reserve and the barrier function. The correction of these logic 

structures required a major revision in the program. The second set of 

program listings and output data in this appendix are from a sample run 

of that revised program (BEAR2). Limited available time prevented a 

lengthy analysis of the type presented in Chapter IV using the modified 

program. Some output data are available, however, to provide a basie 

for comparing BEAR and BEAR2. 

The alteration in method for controlling the Blue roserve 
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apparently has little impact on tha baat time periods or locations 

for cocnnitting the roeorve. The reconotitution of the reoerve in 

coneiderably reduced, however, alnoe the full effect of fled tnnk and 

antitank weapons is now included, A major change in concept for BEAR? 

was the implementation of one of the alternative aethode for 

representing the barrier function recomended in Chapter IV. To enable 

a rapid restructuring of the model, the barrier function was olmpllfied 

by representing the barrier effect as being equally applied within a 

sector rather than considering each defense line separately. With the 

altered representation of the barrier, HBAR2 output tends to predict 

that the barrier Is not nearly as attractive compared to the other 

firepower options as the BEAR results had indicated. The oonple 

output from BEAR? does follow the trend to use the barrier In Sector 2 

(dscioicn 13) in the first time period as an economy of force measure 

until after +he reserve is coomltted to Seotor 2 (deoieion 3) in the 

second time period. The principal difference is that the barrier 

function In BEAR2 is not attractive in the later time periods. The 

decision algorithm now frequently selects the option of buying 

additional tank oonpanlea. 

A special case was oonstruoted using BEAH2 as a basis for 

extending the discussion en the representation of the barrier. In this 

case the resource cost alternatives to the barrier were set to zero 

capability. The resulting decision sequence is displayed In Table A.I. 

Red Is stronger In Seotor 1. Blue, therefore, uses the barrier to 

bolster Seotor 2 before and after the reserve is ocomitted to Seotor 1. 

Subsequently the barrier is used to strengthen Sector 2 after forces 

have been transferred to Seotor 1. The conclusion is that although the 
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reoulto are not aa favorable to the barrier function as originally 

indicatod, the modeling technique does demonotrate the capability to 

represent the barrier function as more than a firepower multiplier« 

It must be admitted, however, that with limited output data the 

hypotheeia of feasibility la not at this point as strongly 

substantiated as the body of the thesis might indicate* 

TABLE A.I 

SPECIAL CASE USING BEAR2 
(No Alternatives to Barrier Selection) 

Time Resource Level 

Period 0 A ö 12 
I>-Itay 13 13 13 

+1 3 3 3 
+2 13 13 13 
+3 13 13 13 
+4 1 1 1 
+5 2 2 2 
+6 7 13 13 
+7 1 1 1 
4fi 2 2 2 
+9 1 1 1 
♦10 2 2 2 
+11 1 13 13 
+12 2 1 1 
+13 7 2 2 
+14 1 1 1 

Decision 1    - Transfer From Sector 1 to Sector 2 
Decision 2   - Transfer Prom Sector 2 to Sector 1 
Decision 3   " Reserve to Sector 1 
Decicion 4   - Reserve to Sector 2 
Decision 7   - Do Nothing 
Decision 13 - Barrier Sector 2 

HEAR2 should not be visualized ao the second generation model 

recommended for development in Chapter V,    The critical aspect of 

driving to a steady state solution because of the Red force limited 

flexibility still exists*    The major conclusions and recominendaiione 
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developed fron thle analyais do not appear to be severely weakened 

by the neoeooity for including this addendum. 


